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Abstract
Context: Software testing is an integral part of software development life cycle. To improve the quality of software there are different testing approaches practiced over the years. Traditionally software
testing is carried out by following approach focusing on prior test design. While exploratory testing
is an approach to test software where the tester does not require to follow a specific test design. But
rather, exploratory testing should facilitate the tester in testing the complete system comprehensively.
Exploratory testing is seen by some, as a way to conduct simultaneous learning, test design and execution of tests simultaneously. While others point to exploratory testing enabling constant evolution
of tests in an easy manner.
Objectives: In this study we have investigated the field of exploratory testing in literature and industry to understand its perception and application. Further among the stated claims by practitioners,
we selected defect detection efficiency and effectiveness claim for empirical validation through an experiment and survey.
Methods: In this study, a systematic literature review, interview, experiment and survey are conducted. In the systematic review a number of article sources are used, including IEEE Xplore, ACM
Digital Library, Engineering village, Springer Link, Google Scholar and Books database. The systematic review also includes the gray literature published by the practitioners. The selection of studies was
done using two-phase and tollgate approach. A total of 47 references were selected as primary studies.
Eight semi-structures interviews were conducted with industry practitioners. Experiment had total 4
iterations and 70 subjects. The subjects were selected from industry and academia. The experimental
design used was one factor with two interventions and one response variable.
Results: Based on our findings from literature review and interviews, the understanding of exploratory
testing has improved over the period but still lacks empirical investigation. The results drawn from
experimental and survey data shows that exploratory testing proved effective and efficient in finding
more critical bugs in limited time.
Conclusions: We conclude that exploratory testing has a lot of potential and much more to offer to
testing industry. But more empirical investigation and true facts and figures are required to motivate
the testing industry to adapt it. We have reported a number of advantages, disadvantages, challenges
and factors in this study. We further investigated the claims stated by the ET practitioners through an
experiment and survey. The statistical tests were conducted on the collected data to draw meaningful
results. We found statistical significance difference in number of true defects found. Using exploratory
testing approach testers found far more defects than test case based testing. Although, there was no
statistical significance difference between the two approaches for false defects.

Keywords: Exploratory testing, ET, systematic review, defect detection, efficiency,
effectiveness,
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Exploratory Testing: A Systematic Literature Review
Khurram Bhatti and Ahamd Nauman Ghazi

Abstract
This paper presents the results from conducting a systematic literature review on exploratory testing. It
deals with the research literature and also discusses the literature on exploratory testing prepared by the
practitioners. The systematic review is based on 17 research studies and 30 items of gray literature in the
form of online guides, tutorials, presentations, session classes, keynote address, and webinars (published
between 1979–2010). The material included in this study was filtered by applying a two-phase selection
process comprising of multiple stages. In the results and synthesis, all the related material was analysed
and categorised covering different aspects of exploratory testing. To further investigate the current state
of the practise and extend on the generalizbility of the results, eight interviews were conducted at seven
different companies. We found that over the period the understanding and perception of exploratory testing
has increased. We identified its various advantages, suitability, challenges and factors that affect exploratory
testing in its application.
Key words: Exploratory testing, ET, Systematic review

1. Introduction
Software testing has always been an important part of the software development life cycle. In the last
couple of decades, the software industry has witnessed many failures in major software projects due to lack
of proper testing. As a consequence, a number of test approaches and techniques have been developed to
remedy this shortcoming (Everett and McLeod, 2007).
Currently, most of the software is tested using a test case based design approach (usually systematic in its
nature) which consumes most of the time and cost in a typical software development project (Itkonen et al.,
2007). As there is a trend to produce complex software in a shorter time, while maintaining or increasing
quality, industry at large believe that a shift toward agile development methodologies will help in dealing
with the constant inflow of requirements. When there is a flow of requirements parallel to the development
phase, the traditional, systematic test case based design approach is considered harder to use due to the
constant requirement while designing tests (Itkonen et al., 2005). Hence, an approach such as exploratory
testing can be useful for such environments, i.e. where the requirements elicitation has not been completed
early in the software development process (Bach, 2000). Exploratory testing (ET), sometimes referred to as
ad-hoc testing (Bach, 2002), is viewed by many as the complete opposite to the traditional test case based
design approach. The ad-hoc testing is considered as a subtype of exploratory testing where there are no
annotations to re-execute the tests (Agruss and Johnson, 2000).
Exploratory testing is an approach to test software where the tester does not need to follow a specific test
design. But rather, ET should facilitate the tester in testing the complete system comprehensively (Itkonen
et al., 2005). ET is seen by some, as a way to conduct simultaneous learning, test design and execution of
tests simultaneously (Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005). While others point to ET enabling constant evolution
of tests in an easy manner (Kaner, 2006b). In this paper the terms ‘Exploratory Testing’ and ET are used
interchangeably.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we provide a systematic review (SR) on exploratory
testing. Indicating that this area lacks research and demands more empirical investigation. Finally, we
present the results of data collected from interviews conducted in industry with additional validation.
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1.1. Structure of the paper
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we have provided background knowledge about
the neighbouring fields. Research methodology that is used to carry out this study is detailed in section
3. Results of systematic literature review and interviews are presented in section 4. Section 5 provides a
brief discussion on the findings, and section 6 addresses the validity threats.Finally, section 7 provides a
conclusion and presents the future work.
2. Background
Exploratory testing is a testing approach which does not rely on test cases documentation prior to test
execution. In recent years, this approach has gained focus and popularity especially among professional
testing practitioners (Itkonen et al., 2007). The term exploratory testing (ET) was first coined by Kaner and
Bach in 1983 and it was, at that time, discussed as one of the testing approaches used by the many skilled
testers in industry (see (Kaner et al., 1999) for a full background). Even though exploratory testing has
gained lots of focus lately, we would claim that it was first recognised by Myers (Myers, 1979). In his book,
Myers showed that he understood the exploratory nature of testing when describing, what he called, the
error guessing technique: “[. . . ] people are practising, subconsciously more often than not, a test-case-design
technique that could be termed error guessing.”
Today, ET is defined by most researchers as an activity where a developer/tester simultaneously learns,
design and execute the tests (Bach, 2002). To summarise this, it means that the tester is exploring the
software, learning its functionality and performing test execution on the basis of her intuition. No specific
systematic approach is followed in terms of following a scripted test case document that leads the tester
to execute the tests on a step by step basis. The tester himself controls the design of the tests while
executing and learning more about the software. This helps her in building tests effectively while exploring
the undiscovered parts of the software (Bach, 2002).
Exploratory testing is done with a view that software is bound to have defects in it. The tester has
to somehow identify these defects using any possible combination of techniques that forces the software to
behave in an undesirable manner. That approach is termed as destructive testing; where the original aim
is to destroy the system by specific steps and then check if the system can withstand these destructive
techniques.
However, ET is also considered to have two major drawbacks. First, since ET is also considered as
an ad-hoc approach; it is conceived synonymous to careless work with no specific guidelines (Bach, 2002).
Whereas, ET can be standardised as a proactive approach for defect detection in software, there is still a need
to identify and codify these practises. Second, ET has a major emphasis on the skills of the testers. This
means that there is a need to find out what skills are necessary for testers that will practice ET. According to
Bach, one prime characteristic of the exploratory tester is her knowledge about the software. This knowledge
varies from person to person with their previous familiarity and knowledge about the application domain.
Although the research gap in exploratory testing was reported in (Itkonen et al., 2009) using an informal
review process in the literature review (1990–2007). There does not exist established body of research on
exploratory testing(Itkonen et al., 2009). But To the best of our knowledge there exists no systematic
literature review on exploratory testing. This study reports all the existing literature collected through
systematic manner.
3. Research methodology
3.1. Research questions
The aim of this study is to investigate the state-of-art and state-of-practice in exploratory testing. The
purpose is to direct the future research and help the practitioners to choose if exploratory testing is suitable
for them. The aim will be achieved by addressing following objectives:
1. To identify the perception of exploratory testing in software industry and the definitions of exploratory
testing in the published literature.
2

RQ-1

RQ-1.1
RQ-1.2
RQ-1.3
RQ-2
RQ-2.1

RQ-2.2
RQ-2.3
RQ3

Table 1: Research
Research question
What is the state of the art in exploratory testing
What definitions of exploratory testing are reported in
literature
what advantages and disadvantages are reported in
literature
what challenges are reported in literature
What is the state of the practice in exploratory
testing
How exploratory testing is practiced in testing industry
What are the major factors effecting exploratory testing
How good exploratory testing approach is for feature
coverage
What are the challenges and factors in applying
exploratory testing (Findings from RQ1 and
RQ2)

questions
Purpose
To comprehensively compile the body of knowledge
on exploratory testing. This research question is answered through sub-questions RQ-1.1
To understand the perception and indicate commonly
used definitions in the literature
To identify the key advantages and disadvantages commonly mentioned
To identify the key challenges commonly mentioned
To understand the perception of exploratory testing
and how it is practiced in industry
To identify and understand the planning, managing
and reporting phases of exploratory testing in testing
industry
To identify the different factors that effect exploratory
testing
To understand how good exploratory testing is for feature coverage
To analyze the definitions, factors and challenges for
exploratory testing to produce facts and figures for
testing industry

2. To identify that how exploratory testing is practiced in industry.
3. To identify the challenges and factors effecting in applying exploratory testing.
4. What are the key advantages and disadvantages of exploratory testing.
Table 1 shows an overview of the research questions that are answered in this study.
Qualitative method was used to achieve the aim of this study. The purpose of qualitative method was
to construct the theoretical perspective. Using this approach open-ended, emerging data is collected with
primary intent to develop themes from the data (Creswell, 2009).
The qualitative methods used in this study were systematic literature review and interviews. We conducted systematic literature review to answer RQ1, it was intended to collected the data from existing
literature: definition of exploratory testing, styles, adaptability, suitability, non-suitability, advantages, disadvantages and challenges.
To answer RQ2, the face to face meetings were conducted to collect the opinions of testing industry
practitioners. The key purpose of interviews was to gather the perception of industry about exploratory
testing, and its; planning, managing, feature coverage, advantages, disadvantages, challenges and factors
effecting exploratory testing. Finally, we conducted content analysis to answer RQ3, based on the results
from systematic literature review and interviews.
3.2. Systematic literature review
A Systematic review (SR) is a secondary study of collected primary studies which aims to improve the
understanding and to establish the reliability and validity of propositions and claims (Kitchenham et al.,
2009; de Almeida Biolchini et al., 2007). It is a systematic approach to identify, select, evaluate and interpret
research literature related to a research area (Kitchenham et al., 2009). Also it is a repeatable process
with pre-defined search strategy to aggregate published literature comprehensively. The pre-defined search
strategy provides an unbiased approach for identification of the primary studies (Kitchenham et al., 2009).
There are other numerous reasons to conduct a SR as guided by (Kitchenham et al., 2009). The most
common reason to carry out a systematic review is to identify a research topic and gap in this area for
further exploration and research.
There are three major phases of systematic review, as proposed by (Kitchenham et al., 2009)
1. Planning: The need for systematic review justified in this phase. The review protocol (search strategy
and selection criteria) is developed.
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State-of-the-art

State-of-the-practice

Systematic
literature review
(Research +
Gray)

Interview

SLR results

Interview
results

Analysis/
Discussion

Conclusion

Figure 1: Research methods

2. Conducting: It involves the identification of research, selection of the primary studies, data extraction,
study quality assessment and data synthesis
3. Reporting: In this phase, a report is written to effectively present the results.
A systematic review is differentiated from conventional literature review by a defined review protocol,
search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria. (Kitchenham et al., 2009).
In the next sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6, we have described the planning phase of
systematic review. While the results of systematic review are presented in section 4.1.
3.2.1. Review protocol
The review protocol describes the steps used to carry out the systematic review. It aims to decrease
possible bias by researcher while conducting systematic review (Kitchenham et al., 2009). Different steps of
review protocol are described in next sections.
3.2.2. Search strategy
The search strategy is very important for successful identification of primary studies. It defines how and
where to search the desired literature. Following is the list of steps that we followed as a part of our search
strategy:
• Identification of keywords related to the area of research.
• Identification of synonyms and terminologies used in this research area.
• Use of Boolean AND to join the terms.
• Use of Boolean OR to join synonyms and alternate terms
The search was carried out by using the following terms:
• Population: testing, exploratory testing, exploring test, exploratory software testing, ad(-)hoc testing,
context(-)driven testing, context-driven approach, manual testing.
• Intervention: • Comparison: 4

Search Strategy

Phase 1

Phase 2

Electronic
search

Scan reference
lists

Manual
search

Scan
web pages

Figure 2: The two-phase search strategy (Afzal et al., 2009).

• Outcomes: characteristics, reasons, advantages, scenarios, feature coverage, agile, customer, advantages, styles, misconceptions, (non-)suitability, adaptability, planning, managing, challenges, factors,
claims.
• Context: Testing industry, practitioners.
The search strings for research and gray literature are given in A.
A two-phase search strategy (Afzal et al., 2009) (Figure 2) was used for gathering the related literature.
In the first phase, the electronic databases were searched for journal and conference articles. This was
followed by a manual search to find any relevant work.
In the second phase, the referred/cited literature used in the related research material was scanned
manually. By doing this we were able to identify further references. Moreover, we also scanned the personal
web pages maintained by practitioners.
Following electronic databases were searched for the primary studies.
• IEEE Xplore
• ACM Digital Library
• Engineering village
• Springer
• Google Scholar
• Books database
These databases are used because they cover the published research work in any area that one intends
to do research upon. We made this choice to maximize the possibility to cover all the research work in our
study. We used LIBRIS, Google Books and Amazon as the books database to find out books published
related to exploratory testing. In Engineering village we used both Inspec and Compendex databases.
Exploratory testing is a growing area of research and there is not much significant research literature
available. To provide a complete insight of exploratory testing, we decided to gather all available material on
ET and include it in systematic review. For this purpose, an extensive search was also performed to explore
the gray literature. The term ‘gray literature’ is referred to literature that does not exist in electronic research
database. Debachere (Debachere, 1995) has defined gray literature as variably used by medical, libraries,
intelligence community and research professionals for referring to a body of material that can not be found
5

Table 2: Criteria for quality assessment

1
2

Criteria
Is the aim of study clearly described?
Does study provide advance
knowledge about exploratory
testing?

Yes/No/Partially

Table 3: Meta-data for reference

Detail
Title:
Authors name:
Publication date (yy/mm/dd):
Type (Research/Gray):
Source:
by means of conventional channels e.g. publishers. But the material is frequently original and usually recent.
We searched gray literature using Google Internet search engine (with the same search terms). It enabled
us to gather literature available on the subject of ET that included presentations, articles and workshops.
3.2.3. Identifying papers
Search results returned from mentioned electronic research databases and Google search engine were
further evaluated through identification process. In this process each reference (written in English) was read
for relevant title and abstract by two researchers. It facilitated to have consistent understanding both for
scope and reference selection criteria.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria is described in next section. For the final inclusion and exclusion, references were read in detail and further negotiated with rest of the researchers.
3.2.4. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Following the aforementioned search strategy, a large number of references were collected. Therefore,
it was of prime importance to build a criterion to select the appropriate literature useful for this study.
Following criteria was defined for exclusion of inappropriate research literature searched through the electronic databases. The potential studies were reviewed based on following three selection criteria: i) software
engineering; ii) software testing; or iii) exploratory testing.
3.2.5. Study quality assessment
As proposed by Kitchenham (Kitchenham et al., 2009), we developed a checklist for assessing the quality
of selected references as well. The rating of quality was done according to ‘Yes’, ‘No’ and ‘Partially’. Each
reference received 1, if it had ‘Yes’, 0 for ‘No’ and 0.5 for ‘Partially’ for each fulfilled quality criterion, as
shown in Table 2
3.2.6. Data extraction strategy
While going through the full-text of the references, the key values were extracted according to Table 3
3.3. Interview
To investigate a phenomenon in its real life context, descriptive case study is used that is said to be an
empirical enquiry (Yin, 1994). To further relate and validate the results from literature review, exploratory
testing is studied in industrial settings through interviews.
In qualitative research (Creswell, 2009; Seaman, 1999; Hove and Anda, 2005), interview is commonly used
method for investigation. The aim of the interview is to collect historical data from interviewee’s memory,
6

impression about something, gather the opinions or to identify terminology in specific settings (Seaman,
1999). Interview can be done in three methods that are; structured, unstructured and semi-structured
interview.
In this study we conducted face-to-face and telephonic interviews with the industry practitioners. Semistructured method was used for the collection of subjective data. This method facilitate two-way focused
conversation, which helps in collecting information apart from the questions (Bach and Bach, 2006). While
conducting the interview, we followed the interview protocol as mentioned in (Creswell, 2009).
3.3.1. Interview questions
Interview questions were very carefully designed after going through available literature related to ET
and research literature on conducting quantitative analysis. They were also peer reviewed and checked by
two researchers supervising this study to ensure relevance and quality of questions. During the course of
interview sessions, we came across new questions and thus we tried to reorganise the questions while not
disturbing the theme and structure.
3.4. Analysis procedure
We tried to extract possible useful data that can help to report valuable results. To process the data, we
used the Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) approach. QDA (Lincoln and Guba, 1985),(Merriam, 1997),(Merriam, 2002), (Berkowitz, 1997), (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982) is a range of processes and procedures applied on
data that have been collected into some form of understanding, explanation or interpretation of the people.
Seidel (Seidel, 1998) has defined the edifice of Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) as three pillars i.e.
noticing, collecting and thinking. Seidel developed a useful model to explain basic process of QDA. The
model shows the possible interactions among these three pillars. He also referred to the same model as the
symphony of noticing, collecting and thinking. Complete detail of this model is available in (Seidel, 1998).
After thoroughly reading and pawing the data, analysis was done on the basis of Seidel QDA model wrapping QDA methods (RatCliff, 2002),(Ryan and Bernard, 2003) i.e. thematic/content analysis, and connectors.
Although, there are number of methods and techniques available for analyses but we found aforementioned
less complex and suitable according to our data. These facilitated to look for meanings, keywords, phrases,
ideas, similarities and consistency, differences and consistency. Also for identifying relationship between
sections, categories and count the number of occurrences to present numerical data.
There are two types of content analysis, the conceptual and relational analysis. In this study, we followed
the conceptual analysis that is used to; “categorise the qualitative textual data into clusters of similar or
conceptual categories, identify consistent patterns and relation among themes or variables” (Given, 2008).
Following are the 8 steps in the conceptual analysis, see (Busch et al., 2005) for complete description.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Decide the level of analysis
Decide how many concepts to code for
Decide whether to code for existence of frequency of a concept
Decide on how to distinguish among concepts
Develop rule for coding the texts
Decide what to do with ‘irrelevant‘ information
Code the texts
Analyze the results

We had categorized interview questions that later we could connect and relate the results with available
literature. Further, the data coding process steps are as follows;
1. Identification of base theme
2. Thorough reading of the documented interview and then extracted and logically grouped the related
answers without loosing the context. This was done for each interview.
3. For all interviews, keywords, phrases, ideas and similarities and differences consistencies were identified
to build theme.
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4. Results
4.1. Systematic literature review
Our objective was to gather all available literature on the topic and lay foundations for the future
researchers who intend to further investigate ET. We have found less review material from the electronic
databases. Other than that, when we used more generic terms as search strings, the databases returned
mostly irrelevant papers and material. We found relevant material from lectures delivered in conferences by
practitioners and their related books.
4.1.1. Primary studies selection
The Table 4 shows the studies count that are before and after duplicate removal both for research and
gray literature. Count column reports total search results count, while the Duplicate column mentions the
selected duplicate references found within the result set. Finally, the Selected column gives the total number
of references from each source.
Table 4: Papers before and after duplication removal

Source
IEEE Xplore
ACM Digital Library
Google Scholar
Engineering village
SpringerLink
Published Books
Sub-Total 1
Gray Literature(Google)
Sub-Total 2
Total

Count
171
174
1,220
1,490
1,560
85
4,700
58,000

Duplicate
3
2
6
5
0
3
14
48

Selected
7
3
2
0
0
5
17
30
30
47

4.1.2. Research literature
The execution of the phase 1 (Figure 2) resulted in a total of 4,700 references. After removing total 14
duplicates that were found by more than one electronic database, we were left with 4,686 references. The
distribution of references is shown in Table 4.
Next, the tollgate approach (Afzal et al., 2009) was used for the exclusion criteria. In the results returned,
there was more irrelevant material. Based on the title and abstract, we excluded most of the references. Out
of 4,686 references, we identified a total of 20 relevant references. Further detailed study excluded three more
references. From research databases we finalized a total of 17 references as primary studies from electronic
research database. In phase 2 of the search strategy, while scanning reference list of the selected papers, we
found 4 more relevant references but those were already selected in phase 1.
Table 6 further shows the distribution of gray literature primary studies.
4.1.3. Gray literature
In gray literature, most references were referring to same basics of the subject. Using the same search
strings, the Google search engine returned a large number of hits (including the links to research literature
references). We found articles and blog entries elaborating ET but those were basic concepts and their
content was not adequate enough for inclusion.
Again the tollgate approach (Figure 4) was followed to execute the exclusion criteria on the gray literature.
Out of 58,000 (approximately) returned hits, most of these were either duplicates, irrelevant to the subject
or clearly out of scope.
It was very difficult to go through all gray literature gathered through Google search results. Therefore,
in order to not miss any related information and reduce the validity threat, we decided to forage in most
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Manual
Search
(proceedings +
journals)

IEEE Xplore
ACM Diginal Library
Engineering Village
SpringerLink
Google Scholar
Published Books

Electronic
Databases

Scan
References

4700 References
4686 non-duplicates

Search terms

4 Primary
Studies

Application of detailed
exclusion criteria i.e
Title and Abstract
20 References
Conclusion + full text
exclusion

17 References

17
Primary studies
(Already
included)

Figure 3: Multi-step filtering of research studies using tollgate approach (Afzal et al., 2009)

Table 5: Distribution of research literature primary studies.

Type
Books

Total count
5

Conference/
7
Symposium/
Inproceedings
Journal

3

Academic
Thesis

2

References
(Kaner et al., 1999; Kaner and Pettichord,
2008; Craig and Jaskiel, 2002; Everett and
McLeod, 2007; Whittaker, 2009)
(Kaner, 2006b; Itkonen et al., 2007; Itkonen
and Rautiainen, 2005; Shoaib et al., 2009;
do Nascimento and Machado, 2007; Johnson,
2006; Tinkham and Cem Kaner, 2003)
(Itkonen et al., 2005; Våga and Amland, 2002;
Abrahamsson et al., 2002)
(Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010; Itkonen et al.,
2009)

of result pages. One researcher went through first 20 pages and then randomly at the result page interval
of 5 to ensure the complete results coverage and collected total 50 references. We found total 48 duplicate
references from all research results. Later, it was verified by second researcher for correct results.
Among selected 50 references we excluded 10 references on the basis of out of scope. Further, from 40,
the 5 references were excluded based on title exclusion criteria. Then we were left with 35 references that
were subjected to detailed study. After going through the full text, we selected 30 references as primary
studies from Google search results, as a gray literature. Then, in phase 2 of the search strategy, we found
total 13 references after scanning web pages maintained by practitioners. However, all these 13 references
were already selected in phase 1.
Table 6 further shows the distribution of gray literature primary studies.
4.1.4. Literature trend
ET literature trend is shown in Figure 5 over period from 1979 to 2010. It asserts lack of research
literature, also reported by (Itkonen et al., 2009; Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). In comparison to gray literature,
the research literature is insufficient to support the claims and benefits of ET approach. Also the published
work specifically discussing exploratory testing is not much and requires more empirical research. Which
clearly shows a research gap. Most of the contents available on ET are in the form of gray literature i.e.
presentations, tutorials, articles that are produced by practitioners. On the other hand customers demand
the facts and figures about this approach to be valid for consideration in their projects. Besides knowing the
advantages of ET, due to lack of research literature that could support the claims customers are hesitant to
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Google Search
Engine

Scan
web pages

Search terms

50 References
40 non-duplicates

Manual
Search

13 Primary
Studies

Title exclusion criteria
35 References

Full text exclusion
30 References
30
Primary studies
(Already included)
(Already included)

Figure 4: Multi-step filtering of gray literature studies using tollgate approach (Afzal et al., 2009)

Table 6: Distribution of gray literature primary studies.

Total count
Tutorials
Presentations
Keynote address
Webinar

References
30

(Bach and Kaner, 2001; Bach and Cem Kaner, 2000;
Kaner and Lawrence, 1999; Cem Kaner, 1999; Kaner
and Bach, 2001; Bach, 2000), (Lyndsay and van Eeden, 2003; Bach, 2003a; Kaner, 2006d,c,a; Kaner and
Bach, 2006; Bach, 2003b; Kohl, 2008; Kaner, 2008;
Bach, 2001c), (Bach, 2001a,b; Narayanan, 2001;
Kalman, 2007; Bach, 2002; Kaner and Bach, 2004),
(Kottler and Berger, 2008; Bach, 2006; Edgren, 2009;
Bolton, 2007a,b, 2009a,c,b)

adopt it.
4.1.5. Definitions of Exploratory Testing
Bach has defined exploratory testing as simultaneous learning, test design and test execution (Copeland,
2004a). Whereas, Tinkham and Kaner has given slightly different definition, Any testing to the extent that
the tester actively controls the design of the tests as those tests are preformed and uses information gained
while testing to design new and better tests (Tinkham and Kaner, 2003). Exploring according to Kaner,
Bach and Pettichord means purposeful wandering, navigating through a space with a general mission, but
without a pre-scripted route. Exploration involves continuous learning and experimenting (Tinkham and
Kaner, 2003). They have proposed that in order to continuously build new tests that are effective, a tester
should continuously learn about product, associated risks to product, market and product’s previous defects.
These new tests will be better than the previous ones because these are based on increasing knowledge of
the tester.
Kaner and Bach have conducted workshops on exploratory testing (Bach and Kaner, 2001; Bach and
Cem Kaner, 2000; Kaner and Lawrence, 1999) and suggested that exploratory testing to be practiced in pairs
(Kaner and Bach, 2001). Considering the advantages of pair programming, they introduced the concept of
paired testing. It increases productivity as everything being reported is peer reviewed. Also, this technique
facilitates training for novice testers to assure that beginners keep learning by testing with others. It also
helps to test the software on the basis of previous experience of testers while they are testing by exploring
a new domain (Kaner and Bach, 2001). Nevertheless, there are added disadvantages as well, because there
must be some accountability for getting the task done. Some people with strong opinions do not work
well with others that require training. Key challenges faced by exploratory testers and project environment
factors are addressed in (Kaner and Bach, 2004; Kaner, 2006d).
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Figure 5: Trend for published and gray literature over the period 1979–2010.

Exploratory testing is a testing approach. Jonathan Bach has stressed focusing on finding defects (Bach,
2000). It is an optimized approach to find defects and less emphasis is made on test documentation. The
primary purpose of ET is to find defects while exploring the functionality of the software simultaneously. In
ET, documentation of results of testing is more important than planning and scripting the test execution
paths beforehand.
Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) has not described ET and does not state in which
circumstances ET would be suitable. In SWEBOK exploratory testing approach is recognized as Exploratory
testing is defined as simultaneous learning, testing design, and test execution; that is the tests are not defined
in advance in an established test plan, but are dynamically designed, executed, and modified. The effectiveness
of exploratory of exploratory testing relies on the software engineer’s knowledge, which can be derived from
various sources (Abran et al., 2005)
Copeland (Copeland, 2004b) suggests performing ‘chartered exploratory testing’. The charter may define
what documents are available, what to test, what types of defect to look for, what risks are involved and
what tactics are to be used. Furthermore, it works as a guideline and defines a mission for testing.
Craig and Jaskiel have emphasized the fact that in ET during testing a tester can expand testing into
productive areas (Craig and Jaskiel, 2002).
There has been certain improvement and development in understanding of exploratory testing. It is
evident that definition and descriptions of exploratory testing has evolved from 1979 to 2010. Also perception
of ET being ad-hoc error guessing technique has changed to a thoughtful approach to carry out a test mission.
The contrasting points between scripted and exploratory testing are mentioned in (Bolton, 2009a).
Scripted testing is; directed from elsewhere, is determined in advance, is about confirmation, is about
controlling tests, emphasizes predictability and decideability, like making a speech and playing from a score.
While on the other hand exploratory testing is; directed from within, is determined in the moment, is about
investigation, is about improving test design, ephasizes adaptability and learning, like having a conversation
and playing in a jam session.
As discussed in (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) Bach in 2009 has provided a new exploratory testing definition
Exploratory testing is an approach to software testing that emphasizes the freedom and responsibility of each
tester to continually optimize the value of his work by treating learning, test design and test execution as
mutually supportive activities that run in parallel throughout the project.
4.1.6. Characteristics
Itkonen (Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005) has derived following characterizing properties of Exploratory
Testing.
• Effectiveness of testing is directly related to tester’s knowledge, experience and skills.
• ET is simultaneous learning of system under test, test design and execution.
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• ET focuses on finding defects by exploration, instead of systematically producing test cases for later
use.
• An ET tester uses all available information of target system under test. It includes any document
i.e. user’s manual, and marketing brochure. ET is guided by previously performed tests results and
knowledge gained from them.
• ET does not define detailed test scripts; instead ET is exploration with general mission without following step by step instructions to complete the mission.
At 7th Los Altos Workshop on Software Testing (LAWST VII) (Cem Kaner, 1999), authors had highlighted common characteristics according to their views, that are as following;
• Creativity
• Interactive
• Drive towards fast results
• Concurrence of cognition and execution
• De-emphasize archived testing materials
There has been a recent empirical evaluation of influence of human personality on exploratory software
testing (Shoaib et al., 2009). The experiment is used to test the relationship between human personality and
the ability to become an exploratory tester. In this evaluation an Exploratory Testing Aptitude Test (ETAT)
was developed. The experiment results show existence of positive relation between human personality traits
and exploratory testing aptitude test. This research concludes that types of extrovert personality are more
likely to be good ET testers in industry.
4.1.7. Free style ET
The utmost purpose of free style ET is to identify the bugs and report at end of testing phase. Free
style ET is focused on exploring the system under test without using any defined test plans or specifications.
Following guidelines have been provided by (Bach, 2002) to manage exploratory testing.
Test lead allocates the charters, which are then executed by the testing team. Testers are then responsible
to accomplish their charters. Designing, executing and reporting the charters are then done by same team.
This approach of free style ET is named as managing by delegation (Bach, 2002). It applies individual test
management on the testers. By adopting this way the testing process becomes audit-able. To discuss the
progress of testers and the problems they experience, frequent meetings can be conducted to further make
this process more controllable (Tinkham and Kaner, 2003). In this style, the test reporting can be verbal
or written. Managing ET by delegations helps to assess individual performance of tester. To aid in further
assigning tasks, it helps to understand the expertise and capability of testers involved in testing process.
Managing by participation is another way of managing free style ET (Bach, 2002). Like other team
members, test lead also participates in the testing activity. The lead continuously direct the test strategies
and conveys his expectations from team members, this approach boosts up the efficiency of entire team.
Also during testing, prompt decision making is done by active participation of leader’s help.
The term Free Style ET gives a misconception of being not managed and merely exploring the system
under test. But free style ET harnesses the strengths of it (Tinkham and Kaner, 2003; Bach, 2002).
4.1.8. Session Based Test Management (SBTM)
Craig states that ET shall not be careless testing without any strategy or goals. Thus, it shall be planned
and structured (Craig and Jaskiel, 2002). Like any intellectual activity, ET can be disciplined, planned,
structured, and managed as long as planning is not extended to provide detail of tests at the level of test
cases and execution steps (Copeland, 2004a; Bolton, 2009c, 2007a,b).
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An approach to exploratory testing called Session Based Test Management (SBTM) has been published
by Jonathan Bach (Bach, 2000). Session Based Testing is interchangeably used with SBTM. It brings clear
structure to loosely defined ET and is about planning, managing, and controlling ET in short fixed length
sessions. Each session contains a mission or charter to accomplish. On a charter sheet these sessions are
planned, which is a high level plan for test session. The detail of test cases executed in a session is not
pre-specified but during the session a clearly defined report is produced. The time frame suggested for SBT
is 90 minutes, but is not mandatory, since strict time frame limitation can affect testing quality (Bach, 2000)
and it comprises of testing only. Tasks related to testing process i.e. setup time and bug reporting time
are excluded from the time frame. The progress i.e. what is being done and achieved can be tracked by
keeping an account of these sessions and accomplished missions. This method facilitates to predict number
of sessions required to test the system completely. This way the entire testing cycle progress can be predicted
that is helpful to approximate the complete testing duration. Subtasks are divided into three types that are
referred as Task Breakdown Metrics (Bach, 2000).
• Setting up a test session
• Test Design and Execution
• Bug identification and reporting
The session is then reported, discussed and accepted in debriefing meeting, where each session is concluded that is mandatory in SBT approach. Session sheet is filled by testers and this sheet contains all the
information for each session and is stored as report for the session. It consists of reporting bugs, notes and
issues (Bach, 2000).
• Bug: The defects and quality concerns discovered.
• Notes: Findings, Suggestions, risks that take place and are important to communicate.
• Issues: Problems related to session or product under test
This sheet is used as an input for creating data for management and to analyze testing process progress.
Jonathan Bach has suggested another metric of ‘on charter vs. on opportunity’ (Bach, 2000). This metric
reflects the time spent on what is described in charter and time spent on issues. These issues were not part
of charter, but were significant and required attention. Final session report structure is as follows:
• Date
• Mission of the session
• Tester name
• Task break down Metrics
Kalman proposed an approach regarding Session Based Testing referred as SBT Light (Kalman, 2007).
The motivation behind this approach was based on the drawbacks of original Session Based Test Management
approach. Following are the points which are considered as drawbacks.
• Extra training: Good and productive session highly depends on practice and knowledge of testers.
• Additional reporting: It is an over head for testers. It can affect their performance, also for session
reporting more testing time is likely to be spent.
• Reports Analysis: In a session, a lot of time is spent on analysis of reports to be discussed and
finalized by everyone which leads to insufficient time for conducting testing.
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While keeping in mind these disadvantages Kalman proposes to have two different components i.e. reporting and project components. Each component outlines its related benefits and cost, and according to
the needs of the session these components can be selected and adopted. This way it maximizes the benefits
and minimizes the cost of the project.
Lyndsay and van Eeden (Lyndsay and van Eeden, 2003),(Lyndsay, 2003) have presented experience of
similar approach. Their approach also includes methods for controlling the testing scope, assessing risks
and also prioritization of the tests. They used the notion of ‘test points’ (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). The
concept of test points is explained as single unit of work and each session to be a unit of time. Test points
are used for coverage aspect of testing and to manage the scope. Testing task is divided in to test points
that are accomplished in sessions. Further test points are used to control the progress of testing in unit of
time. For each session data collected is as following (Lyndsay, 2003):
• Risk
• Description
• Time spent
• Estimated completion time
• Estimated percentage of essential testing concluded
This approach was also applied in organization. The ability to control and measure exploratory testing
process was said to be increased. An ET framework which is based on all the characteristics detailed by Bach
(Bach, 2000) is reported by Naseer (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). Sogeti Session Based Exploratory Testing
(SBET) framework has three main phases which encapsulates all session related activities. The three phases
are Test Session Planning, Test Session execution and Test Session Controlling and tracking but there are
certain prerequisite i.e. product or project test plan that is required to be fulfilled for Test Session Planning.
Phase two and phase three have some overlapping activities too (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
The test plan details the project or product objectives and test strategy based on the product or project
risk analysis. During the risk assessment of the product the goals are also formulated and divided into a
class. The class determines the urgency of the test i.e. Risk class A is the highest and Risk class C is the
lowest. Furthermore, the test strategy is subsequently focused to cover high risk class as early as possible in
the test project (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
In test plan the roles and responsibilities of people involved are also discussed. There are no phase specific
roles; people involved are testers and the test lead.
SBET framework assists to conduct a successful ET session, there can be number of testing sessions in a
single testing project. With a unique mission, this framework can be repeatedly used for every test session
(Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
There are certain differences in SBET (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) and SBT (Bach, 2000). In SBET
framework the traceability is visible, whereas the SBT process detailed by Bach (Bach, 2000) lacks in
providing traceability to material that is used in planning the test session. Also SBET has a customized tool
to control, track and support the ET sessions. All the actions of testers are logged in database continuously
through system log. If required, it also eases the reproduction of bugs. Whereas, in session sheets of SBTM
extensive logging of entire ET session is not maintained. SBET uses ET tool and LogCat for tracking,
controlling and reporting a test session. While SBTM uses a tool developed in Perl. This tool produces
different tables and metrics from scanning the information on the session sheet (Bach, 2000).
4.1.9. Combination with other testing approach
According to Bach exploratory testing is profoundly a situational practice (Bach, 2002) and because of
this property combining and using ET also depends on certain factors e.g. customer requirements, design,
nature of software and complexity. Now depending on the context that suits best, based on these mentioned
factors ET can be combined with any testing technique (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). Being an approach it
can be applied to available techniques apart from automated testing techniques (Bach, 2002). Five testing
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Table 7: Preference of using ET approach in industry (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010)

Preference
In combination with other testing techniques
As complimentary
Using other techniques in an exploratory manner
Solely exploratory

Percentage
76%
48%
30%
22%

Table 8: Testing techniques used in combination with ET in industry (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010)

S#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Testing Technique
Risk Based Testing (RBT)
Cross functional testing
Requirements based testing
Pair wise testing
Acceptance testing
Checklist based testing
Scripted Testing
Usability Testing
Security Testing
Boundary Value (BV)

techniques that can be combined with ET are identified by (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). These techniques
are listed in order.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Risk Based Testing (RBT)
Requirements based testing and Cross functional testing
Usability testing
Pair wise testing

Rationale behind the result that RBT has most effective combination with ET could be that it is easy to
decide upon test mission in ET when you decide to do RBT. It focuses more on removing all entitled risks
and it can also be stated as focused testing (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
ET can be used in different manners (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) i.e. ET solely, in combination with other
techniques, techniques being used in exploratory fashion and complementing other techniques.
It is believed by most of the practitioners that exploratory testing is way of thinking about testing and
can be used with any method of testing (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). According to (Naseer and Zulfiqar,
2010) testers in industry have following preferences showed in table. This analysis was drawn from one of
the survey question.
It also asserts the claim that ET is seen in combination with other testing techniques (Naseer and Zulfiqar,
2010). Table 8 below mentions the testing techniques used in combination with ET in industry (Naseer and
Zulfiqar, 2010)
4.1.10. Adaptability
Exploratory Testing is a situational practice that can be customized in relation to required results (Naseer
and Zulfiqar, 2010). Based on rationale of usage and extent ET approach can be adapted in any situation.
ET is used when testing requirements are (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010);
• Learning of system
• Perform complementary testing
• Testing under time constraints
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• Targeted testing
• Test driven development
Project or product areas that require user focused testing are best adapted to ET (Naseer and Zulfiqar,
2010). This is due to the fact that in handling user interaction ET as compared to structured testing is
more effective (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). It is impossible for a tester to design test cases for all possible
user interaction of product but on the other hand ET approach is very useful to simultaneously explore,
design and execute test cases. In this case ET would be more efficient and effective to find bugs (Naseer and
Zulfiqar, 2010).
ET is adaptable to test the product area with little understanding with the purpose of learning of product.
When system solution is not known from start, ET is adaptable for testing of system as well (Naseer and
Zulfiqar, 2010). Also exploratory testing is good for learning the legacy systems (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
Following are the situations or test requirements where ET can be adapted when; (Naseer and Zulfiqar,
2010).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Testers have a lot of knowledge and experience of product and testing
Other test efforts are unable to yield any important information
There is little available for testing
Less is known about product under test
Product is very complex
Documentation and/or requirements are vague or insufficient
Testing is done for functional and non-functional features
System is unstable and constantly changing

4.1.11. Suitability and non-suitability
Exploratory testing is valuable in situations where results of previously executed test cases are required
and choice of next test case to be executed cannot be determined in advance. Copeland states that in order
to provide better feedback to developers ET can be used to explore scope, size and variations of found defect.
Bach (Copeland, 2004a) has described different contexts in which ET would fit well. These contexts are
following;
• Rapid feed back
• Learning of product is required
• Not enough time for systematic testing approaches
• Good way to investigate status of particular risks
• Can be used to provide more diversity to scripted tests
• By exploring, regression testing based on defect reports can be done.
• Testing from an end user view point
Vaga and Amland (Våga and Amland, 2002) have proposed that in most of the software development
projects ET should be planned as part of testing approach.
Kaner (Kaner, 2006c,a) has discussed 4 areas: Areas of agreement, Areas of controversy, Areas of progress
and Area of ongoing concern for exploratory testing. He states that everyone does ET to some degree and
it is an approach not a technique(Kaner, 2006c,a; Bolton, 2009a). ET is neither quick testing nor functional
testing. Further he has discussed (Kaner, 2006b),(Kaner, 2006a) about advantages, disadvantages, risks and
important skills for exploratory testing.
Andy has focused on good exploratory testing skills (Tinkham and Kaner, 2003). He has discussed what
an exploratory tester should know and the sources of knowledge through that can be improved. Furthermore he has talked about different types of exploratory testers i.e. subject matter and technique experts.
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It is imperative for an exploratory tester to determine the right question to ask an application, this requires knowledge and number of skills (Tinkham and Kaner, 2003). Andy in another study (Tinkham and
Cem Kaner, 2003) has discussed the learning styles, which can help to predict testing technique.
There are certain situations and contexts in which exploratory testing is not considered suitable for some
types of systems and testing requirements. In following systems exploratory testing is not suitable (Naseer
and Zulfiqar, 2010).
• Financial systems e.g. Banking systems
• Critical systems e.g. Medical systems
• Scientific systems e.g. Nuclear reactor systems
• High risk systems e.g. Aviation related systems
The reason that exploratory testing is not used in above mentioned systems is due to their very critical
nature. All these systems require accurate testing as possible and no area should be left untested (Naseer
and Zulfiqar, 2010). These systems are tested in structure manner and rigorously and complete document
plays important role. Hence, none of the misconceptions (mentioned in 4.1.14) regarding exploratory testing
are the reasons for using ET in aforementioned systems.
Following areas or test requirements where exploratory testing is not considered suitable (Naseer and
Zulfiqar, 2010).
• Acceptance testing
• Beta testing
• Structural testing
• Unit testing
• Performance testing
• Test requirements related to regression testing
4.1.12. Advantages
Following are the advantages of ET that are discussed in the available literature (Naseer and Zulfiqar,
2010; Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005; Tinkham and Kaner, 2003; Kaner et al., 1999; Bach, 2002; Copeland,
2004a; Kaner and Pettichord, 2008).
Little test preparation: ET does not require extensive pre-test planning and documentation. It saves
a lot of time and effort which can be further utilized in testing activity. Main purpose of ET is to find defects
by exploration rather than using detailed test scripts.
Simultaneous learning: ET proves simultaneous learning of system under test i.e. learning about
product, the market, its weakness and how system can fail. This learning of system is important to create
test cases. It enables testers to learn from their experience and create tests based on their previous learning.
Rapid feedback: Testers and developers can converse quickly the status and progress of product under
test. Rapid feedback drives the product to undergo rapid reforms.
Effectiveness: There are supported anecdotes provided by (Bach, 2002; Itkonen et al., 2007) that as
compared to scripted testing ET is considered to be more effective in finding number of significant defects.
The case study (Itkonen et al., 2007) provides evidence that ET produces less false defects verses scripted
testing. Also ET was found extremely useful to reveal difficult defects to detect.
Adaptable to project situation: This approach adapts well to rapidly dynamic product requirements.
Since it does not require documentation preparation prior to start of the testing.
Tester’s utilization: Utilization of testers’ knowledge, experience, skill and abilities is the most agreed
upon advantage of ET. It empowers testers which result in making valuable contribution to the testing
process.
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Besides, exploratory testing added more value to their work and it is more effective usage of tester’s
intelligence and time as compared to traditional techniques available for testing (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
See case study (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) for advantages of using ET from industry testers’ view point.
Exploratory testing brings more freedom and fun along with responsibility to their work, because it
challenges the intellect of tester (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). While performing during time constrained
situations, ET increases the sense of accomplishment in testers. Very less or no pre-designed document to
follow is not considered an advantage (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) from that it is inferred that ET session
does rely on some information i.e. mission description, session goals and areas to be testing. It clearly shows
that ET is not unprepared, unstructured or merely playing with system (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
But from customers point of view the focused testing is the biggest advantage and they consider that ET
is effective when the system is undergoing changes and is unstable (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). So during
the early stage of development system is undergoing many changes then ET turns out to be effective testing
approach. (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010), (Kaner et al., 1999).
4.1.13. Disadvantages
There are number of misconceptions related to ET including the understanding of ET as a completely
and ad-hoc approach to test. This is considered to be one of its major disadvantages. Misconceptions are
mentioned in detail in next section.
Itkonen’s (Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005) research study has highlighted a number of findings regarding
the disadvantages of ET as too much reliance on ability and knowledge of tester. Therefore, it is considered
that the testing activity is more prone to human errors than systematic testing approach. But if we analyze,
then systematic testing is also prone to human errors, since test design is done by human and there exists
equal chances to committing some sort of mistake. Test case design can miss out some important aspect
of system which might be considered small or unimportant to be included in test design. Whereas, during
system exploration in ET approach, it is more likely to find such defects.
Naseer’s (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) study shows that the biggest disadvantage of exploratory testing is
that ET is more prone to human error. But it is also considered a general misconception. The second biggest
disadvantage is difficulty in finding testers with appropriate, skill set, domain knowledge and experience.
Also good ET results are highly dependant on knowledge contained in testers mind and study further asserts
this claim (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). This fact is acknowledged by practitioners as well (Tinkham and
Kaner, 2003; Copeland, 2004a; Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005; Itkonen et al., 2007; Bach, 2000).
When test documentation is not structured then it is comparatively difficult to trace the bugs or reproduce
them with ET approach (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). But this issue can be resolved by making more logs
of every activity during exploratory testing. It will be more helpful to report every issue and defects with
details about how they were generated or found. This information will later help to reproduce the bugs.
Sometimes, it is difficult to produce the bug again and report it, which can take long time. In this case the
appropriate test session logging can facilitate in resolve the problem to some extent (Naseer and Zulfiqar,
2010).
In exploratory testing it is difficult to track the progress of each tester, along with the work as a whole
(Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005), (Tinkham and Kaner, 2003). It is considered difficult to find out how the
work proceeds (Itkonen et al., 2007). The study (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) states that it is due to the fact
that exploratory testing is not a technique but an approach for testing. A technique is easy to handle in
some structured manner, whereas an approach can be taken with different perspective and then adapted
accordingly (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
In feature coverage, there is no planned low level structure that can be utilized to track progress (Bach,
2000; Våga and Amland, 2002). When there is time constraint it is difficult to prioritize what should be
tested (Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005). Expert testers can help in this case to produce adequate testing.
ET does not provide decision material, hard to judge the testing process and ET expertise unavailability
are considered the key disadvantages from customer point of view (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). Information
regarding the extent of testing done on system facilitates them to make their decisions on ET reports (Naseer
and Zulfiqar, 2010). A query like How much testing is done? can be answered easily with structured testing
as compared to ET (Itkonen et al., 2007, 2009).
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Difficulty to find testers with appropriate knowledge and skill set, accountability factor of ET and traceability issues are considered the 3 biggest disadvantage of ET faced by industry (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
See case study (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) for ET disadvantages from Industry testers view point.
4.1.14. Misconceptions
Misconceptions related to exploratory testing has been stated in literature (Bach, 2002; Kaner and Bach,
2004; Itkonen et al., 2009; Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) to a certain extent. General and prime misconception
is being considered as a technique. ET being an approach and relatively a new phenomenon has created
commotion for its adaptability. Lacking in guidance and with insufficient people available in market, it is
difficult for people who are used to traditional techniques to adapt ET (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
Exploratory testing or its results are itself unable to gratify the manager or customer (Naseer and Zulfiqar,
2010). Manager and customer think it as playing with system, unstructured, unrepeatable, unaccountable
and the results are not considered reliable (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010; Bolton, 2007a,b). It is the biggest
reason that ET is not practiced in industry. It has also been reported in literature (Tinkham and Kaner,
2003), (Copeland, 2004a). But according to (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) it is due to lack of knowledge and
experience in exploratory testing. Being a new concept it requires a lot of experience and skill for producing
valuable results. But also when customer observes that ET has identified critical bugs they start accepting
the results produced by ET (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010).
Test coverage, visibility of testing process progress, work products and decision material are mentioned
as misconceptions from customer’s perspective (Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010). Coverage issue that everything
can not be test is also reported as shortcoming in (Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005)
4.1.15. Challenges
Juha Itkonen (Itkonen et al., 2009) conducted an experiment to compare the defect detection efficiency
in ET with test-case design based approach. While, conducting this experiment and conducting surveys, he
has identified different challenges in application of ET. These challenges are reported by the subjects that
participated in the experiment execution and there is a need to further validate these. Itkonen (Itkonen
et al., 2009) has classified these challenges in following categories:
Time Limitation: Time to test the software is a major constraint. Subjects have reported that more
time is needed in order to test the complete functionality of the software. The time these subjects were
allocated to test the test object was unrealistic as compared to the functionality of the software required to
be tested. Lack of time resulted in inadequate exploration of different aspects of the software (Itkonen et al.,
2009).
Test Design: The next challenge that Itkonen mentions is regarding the cognitive nature of ET (Itkonen
et al., 2009). It was found to be difficult by the subjects that execution of tests to be done simultaneously
with the test design. There were difficulties in going through the detailed function without pre-designed test
cases. It was also reported that in order to execute the tests without the pre-designed test cases, testers are
needed to be motivated enough to explore the software in order to detect maximum defects. According to
Itkonen (Itkonen, 2008; Itkonen et al., 2009), it is also hard to have a good test design with parallel test
execution. There has been difficulty when testing the special cases, invalid outputs and conducting negative
tests due to unavailability of the prior test design.
Test Preparation: Testing the features of the software without the test cases was difficult for the
subjects that are not familiar with the test object beforehand. If the subjects are not familiar with the
functionality of the software to be tested, a lot of time is consumed in order to learn the software that how
it is expected to work. It is a major challenge to grasp the complete knowledge of an application while
executing the tests. The incomplete information may lead the tester not to classify between the defects and
intended functionality of the software as well (Itkonen, 2008; Itkonen et al., 2009).
Defect Recognition: This is a challenge related to the last one mentioned above. Due to lack of prior
knowledge about the functionality of software, it is hard to identify a defect and classify it as an error as
compared to the required functionality of the system. In the experiment that Itkonen has conducted the
subjects are reported to counter many small errors that they could not identify as defects (Itkonen et al.,
2009).
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Test Logging: Logging the tests that are executed is also a challenge as mentioned by Itkonen (Itkonen,
2008; Itkonen et al., 2009). The major difficulty in logging the tests is that it consumes significant time
and a lot of writing even if there are no defects found. Also while exploring the application it is difficult
to log every single action that tester follows. Another notable challenge in logging the tests is to define the
extent to which the tests are too be logged. As too much logging can affect the exploring of the test object
effectively while less logging can affect the understanding needed to reproduce the defects (Itkonen et al.,
2009).
Tester’s Skills: The knowledge and experience required for the ET tester is another challenge that shall
not be overlooked. If the tester is not familiar with the software to be tested, applying ET can be challenging
for him (Itkonen, 2008; Itkonen et al., 2009). Itkonen (Itkonen et al., 2009) in his research study mentions
that ET requires skilled and experienced testers of relevant domain that has appropriate knowledge of weak
areas and potential defects in the software.
Feature Coverage: Some subjects, that contributed in the experiment that Itkonen (Itkonen et al.,
2009) has conducted for his research, have reported that while practicing ET it is difficult is ensure the
complete coverage of complete features of the software. Whereas, some have reported that enhanced coverage
of the basic functionality was possible when exploring the software without prior test design (Itkonen et al.,
2009).The study by Laisa H et al. (do Nascimento and Machado, 2007) conducted an experiment to evaluate
the use of model-based and exploratory testing approaches in context of feature testing in mobile phone
applications. They found exploratory testing more indicated than model-based for feature testing and
produced better results. The effort was clearly smaller in applying exploratory testing than model-based
approach.
Defect Reproduction: This challenge is related to test logging challenges as well. In ET reproducing
the defects is found to be challenging and it is hard to analyze the cause of a failures observed while exploring
the software (Itkonen et al., 2009).
4.2. Interview
A total of six interviews were conducted and questionnaire was emailed to two practitioners. We were able
to achieve interview data saturation (Guest et al., 2006) from them, from which we can relate and synthesis
results. Among the six, five interviews were face-to-face at the sites of practitioners, one was through Skype,
and the remaining two practitioners, due to certain constraints, were emailed the interview questionnaire
and given sufficient time to answer.
The participants for the interviews were selected by going through the gray literature available. the
renowned practitioners of ET from industry were contacted. Further, their contacts were explored to identify the most appropriate practitioners with years of experience in testing industry. The participants were
from seven different companies of various software industires and domains including web applications, space
systems, financial applications, banking applications, mobile applications, medical software, security software, statistics, telecommunication and embedded systems. All the participants had industrial experience
from 3 to 10 years belonging to different service department in the company. The interviews are referred as
study instrument SI-ET in later sections of this paper.
The duration of each interview was between 60–100 minutes. Interview place was selected as suitable
to practitioner. Each interview session was conducted individually by both researchers according to study
instrument SI-ET. The questions were neutral and open-ended and goal was to record experiences and honest
opinions without any leading to the interviewee. With the target to focus on recording all the notes, asking
questions in systematic and structured way. Two researchers were present at each interview. One researcher
was asking the questions meanwhile the other made the notes for further analysis. When required, the other
researcher could intervene to further extended, validate or ask any other question, while other takes notes.
We preferred not to use voice recorder because then interviewee becomes hesitant and might not share
all available information. In order to avoid loosing valuable information, we focused on taking notes as much
as we could and then afterwards documented the interviews the same or next day. One person documented
while other cross checked the points for validity and consistency. Interview questionnaire documents from 2
practitioners were collected through electronic mail.
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Albeit, all the practitioners interviewed were practising ET for most of their projects. However, still up
to a certain extent we did not consider that comments were biased more towards ET, since they are used to it
and are comfortable. But they also had background in Test Case based Testing (TCT) and multiple domain
experience. Furthermore, they have gone through the transition phase from TCT to ET and can well explain
their journey. It proved as another edge to clearly understand their point of view both from ET and TCT
contexts. It was easy to understand the differences and common grounds for both approaches. Interviews
highlighted many important points between ET and TCT which they felt, observed and experienced during
the course of their professional life.
The major finds of the interviews are presented in next sections.
4.2.1. Perception of ET
With the passage of time, exploratory testing has improved a lot and hence is the increasing understanding
and adaptation in industry.
It was very important to first understand the definition and understanding of ET of each interviewee.
Even if the interviewees had many different approaches to exploratory testing at the process level, but the
actual testing work did not seem to differ a lot. They had, however, adapted and applied ET according to
the situation as different interviewees had different goals for testing.
Most of the interviewees described ET as simultaneous learning, design, execution and analysis of the
results which then helps to design test cases accordingly. This is to combine learning, designing and testing to
maximise the value for customer. Also it is considered as matter of investigation in current context and how
the project of product looks like, and the environment around it. Although investigating from contextual
point of view, ET is applied as style of testing.
One interviewee elaborated ET as a professional work approach that focuses on the awareness and personal
responsibility of the tester as a thoughtful human being.
When asked about the way they practise ET, all the practitioners started off with getting project related
information, objective of testing, stakeholder information. One interviewee looked more into investigating
from a context and applies test techniques suited for the project and persuaded ET as a style of testing.
One interviewee also mentioned to start with white board session approach with developers and architects to
get brief description and working of the system. Then questions are drawn related to what could break and
identify the risk areas. It helps to know about the important parts of system and what parts are vulnerable.
It can be related to as a risk analysis approach and both test case based and exploratory testing are followed.
Furthermore, two interviewees followed more exploratory planning. They started with writing down the
test ideas, test scenarios and then go for test design with the required level detail that must be known. But
the complete steps are not mentioned. If all the steps are written then most probably some areas will be
missed. The test designs are also keep updated
4.2.2. Scenarios and reasons
Five interviewee use exploratory testing as mind set, way of testing and always an approach for testing.
It can be applied more or less everywhere but requires good and skilled testers. But it also depends on the
team members and the project model and product under testing.
One interviewee uses ET for functional testing where no legal binding documentation is required. Also
it gives fast grip of the overall state and quality of the test object. Another interviewee mentioned that ET
is used when the testers are new and when intelligence is required from testers to test the software because
this intelligence lacks in the scripts.
Some times more scripted environment is required which leans toward more scripted testing. It is also
important to documented testing in advance and get reviews and feedback, if the development is late. The
scenario where ET is not preferred is financial, audits that require a lot of documentation. Also ET is not
suitable for projects where time is limited and objective is expensive i.e. space shuttle. For such projects
scripted testing is used where there is more complexity.
The reasons to use ET were described by four interviewees as a mind set and main approach for testing.
Hence, it can be applied more or less everywhere. Three interviewees considered ET more efficient, fast and
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effective. Utilizing the knowledge and experience of the tester thus keeping a positive mind set. It assists
to find more bugs, fun for tester which is not controlled by documented specifications. Documentation is
created whenever needed, thus avoiding unnecessary work, documents are produced when more is known
about how the functionality works.
ET is also a reason to use for two interviewees in domains where detailed requirements are unknown in
advance. There are certain requirements that tend to change often. ET regardless of the method being used
helps to get up the speed and look into the functionality and thus creates the basis for requirements ET is
also found practiced by new testers to develop understanding about the system.
4.2.3. Planning and managing
ET being an approach is planned and managed differently in each organization by the interviewees. We
identified 6 different ways that the practitioners were planning and managing the ET activities, though
they had close resemblance in some areas. We asked specifically about planning, test strategy, controlling,
tracking, maintaining ET reports to get low level details.
Planning ET activities not only depends on the test manager itself but also on the project details coming
from the stakeholders and their expectations. Four interviewees had more focus toward understanding the
context and knowing about purpose, environment and the stakeholder needs. Whether, they need to know
regarding what works or breaks, or do they need to hunt for new risks, bugs or simply validate the system
working. Planning is started with dash board or by identifying the key areas to test.
White-board approach was used by one interviewee where the team involving tester, architect and customer highlight and prioritize the risk areas for testing. Test sessions are mixed ET and scripted testing.
Test cases are done along with exploration around it. In test session the paired testing approach is used,
tester sits next to the developer. It is considered very successful way. If tester finds an issue then it is
communicated quickly to developer for discussion and appropriate fix, if it is really a defect. Another similar
approach was mentioned by an interviewee that test strategy is already there, interesting things are noted
with sufficient details. The list of test areas and ideas of testing techniques is documented. Then the next
step is to do the test design, flow, state charts, tables and combination.
Session Based Test Management is used by two interviewees. Planning is done from workshops to set up
missions that will be executed during fixed time. On the other hand, in agile using Scrumb environment the
test planning session is done in sprint planning by visualization using the picture.
Testing is carried out differently when customer has limited time to launch the product in market and
product verification is a must. In this situation two interviewees laid more importance to enquire about;
what is important, what is required from testing, what information is expected to be provided. Try to focus
on testing on provided areas, it is important to communicate with them and let them decide according to
expectations. All this is important to make right decisions in limited time. But some times there exists
political reasons for stopping the release due to clashes between upper and lower management. Then to
meet such objectives and expectations different testing techniques are used. For one interviewee using more
and more ET is time efficient because unnecessary work is not carried out. Breadth first approach is also
adopted by an interviewee. Starting with understand the test assignment, define the test coverage scope and
applying risk based approach. Initiating session with most critical features first, re-planning and re-designing
occurs as more information is received.
Further in planning phase a test strategy is used to proceed with execution step. Each identified test
strategy is different, however ultimately they looked for the same information but in different way. We identified test strategies like context investigation, white-board testing, risk based, knowledge of test techniques,
test design and update along process, requirement based testing. The factors that are considered important
by five interviewees while developing test strategy are from project, product and technology levels. Product
level the factors are; technology, web or client installed product, claims, features amount of simultaneous
users, kind of customers, expert of normal users, different persona’s performing different tasks in application
and any disability i.e. colour blind. Project level factors are; both internal and external stakeholder, legal department, sales fore for demo, time line, team competency, resource, tools and risk factors. Technology level
factors are; application itself, the platform, architecture, risk levels, operating system, host environment,
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external devices. Management and stakeholder levels also emerged, the management level factors are; cost,
time, setup of the organization. Stakeholder level factors are; quality level, expectation, maintainability, the
functionality level to be achieved.
To control and keep track of the ET activities 5 interviewees used a tool. This tool was in the form of test
case management system, recording tool, session tool to keep track of milestones. The process of writing logs
is also used for this purpose. Using test case management system all the test suits are tagged and they are
related to the test areas where testing is required. It is also used to keep track of the bugs that are difficult to
reproduce. The consent of stakeholder is also taken to know how much time is demanded for documentation.
But it is also necessary to know if document is actually required, because more documentation will lead to
more cost.
Two interviewees used SBTM approach. One of them uses mostly MS excel and open source tool for
SBTM and tracks by measuring the percentage. For other it is further supported by James Bach’s approach,
meanwhile, also accepting that not enough tools are available to control and track activities related to ET.
Still, a tool, Session Tester is used but it is under development.
Preparing and maintaining ET reports highly depends on the stake holder’s interest as pointed out by 4
interviewees. Questions are asked that how the reports are expected to be reported, that is; documentation
level, effort, stable and unstable areas and on paper, email, or to some bug tracking system. Also knowing
about ‘why’ and ‘for whom’ adds value to the reporting writing process.
ET reports are also prepared from the test charter and screen recording tool. 90% of the session time,
one person is testing while other is recording using frame catching tool. The gather information is reported
in MS word document. A tool name reqtest is used by another interviewee. In this tool all information
related to a test case is attached along i.e. design, result, and logs.
4.2.4. Free Style ET
Besides having managed test sessions, at the back of tester’s mind the free style of ET still exists, even if
it is a SBTM session. To further investigate it, we asked specifically from the interviewees about their own
exploration style. Session based test management was used altogether by three interviewees.
But overall four interviewees used free style ET. However, testing is not completely done in free style,
and some time frame is preferred. In some cases test ideas and charters are written, but it is not completely
free style. The product is investigated and browsed at the same time, this activity does not require any
charter and results to be documented completely. But in complex situations, it is not possible to use free
style ET, it is important to know why and for what reasons this style is used. It should not be completely
wandering and spend time but with some goals and objectives that could meet the test mission. For one
interviewee, some times while doing a free exploration, a lot of time is spent in investigating the preferred
bugs and stuck to find the root case of the problem. Even though lucky enough to find it, it is hard to
reproduce it, which is disliked by people.
Free style is considered efficient by two interviewees when documentation is only done for the bug reports,
but it only occurs when both contextual and informational need allows and supports it. It is also an efficient
way to test fast with minimal administration and documentation.
4.2.5. Combination of testing approaches
The sole purpose of testing a product is to identify and fix bugs in order to improve the quality. To
accomplish this goal, over the period different methods, approaches and techniques were created based on
the requirements. Exploratory and other testers make use of various techniques to identify more bugs and
highlight the critical ones. Since, one shoe does not fit all, so everyone used them according to the context
to gain maximum quality.
We asked the interviewees about the techniques and approaches that they use in combination with ET
mind set. Risk based testing was mostly used by four interviewees, because, it at the first hand tests the
most critical features. Two interviewees used specification based testing i.e. standards and regulations,
because it is important to avoid more support calls. While Test Management Approach (TMap) and agile
methodologies are used by an interviewee.
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Furthermore, one interviewee mentioned that while doing the test strategy, the context is investigated
and next thing is to investigate the information about the objectives. And also looking into other context
doctors, information objectives interesting to stakeholder i.e. FPA regulation, since it is important for them.
But doing testing for Bank or Finance applications where accounts exist for several years, then it is hard to
test based on future. Then it leads to context of scenario testing and soap opera testing. In which features
are divided and the scenarios are built to cover all the features. To accomplish it a number of techniques
are being used. Another interviewee commented that the techniques like equivalence partitioning, boundary
value analysis and combinatorial testing are not used as a planned activity but on the basis of gut feeling
that ‘This is something that I have to test.’ Testing the set of features is not done based on the heuristics
but the gut feeling to use appropriate technique to identify the bug. On the contrary, techniques are used
but depending on the test strategy about approaching the testing, as mentioned by one interviewee.
Even if we are using the test cased based testing then the same techniques are used, just approach is
changed.
Two interviewees mentioned that depending on the product, test cased based testing approach is mostly
followed by exploratory testing. It is even highlighted in current literature too, in Test Case Based approach;
testers can miss out serious bugs, because they don’t see the things around it. So if we have blend of both
scripted and exploratory testing then exploratory testing generates more valuable information, better test
results and test coverage, which ultimately identifies more bugs, because they are hidden. Test cases are
written to meet the functionality of the requirements. Requirements functionality can be checked but nothing
is test around it.
Exploratory testing found hundreds of bugs in two hours when Gorilla style testing was done after
executing the scripted session, as mentioned by an interviewee.
4.2.6. Feature Coverage
During testing a product, different approaches when required are used by all interviewees for feature
coverage. Matrix approach is used by two interviewees. In Matrix model requirements, functions and
features are matched against the test case. It helps to identify the tested requirements. Furthermore, ET
can be used around each requirement, function and feature to go to test case level. Other approaches were;
from logs comparison and from the listed areas in test charter.
When asked, how the feature coverage is ensured during testing then all the interviewees had different
reasons to support their case. Two interviewees mentioned that they do the estimation of time and effort for
all the listed test areas. One of them further told that it is considered during planning of the test project.
A list of all features is compiled for testing, and time is estimated to test each feature with sufficient and
required detail. The key is to have an overview of product and the features listed for testing for a particular
release. The testing effort estimation done for all the features based on Y number of testers is communicated
to the customer. The customer’s input is taken based on the features should be tested first. Regarding
testing effort estimation, the complexity of each feature does vary, and supplemented by other investigations
and factors e.g. how often the features are used. Question is raised to customer, if all the features are
required to have a proper product and how much information is required about each tested feature. To get
more information, more money needs to be invested by customer, since it takes time. A similar approach is
used by another interviewee where the visualization is done based on the areas and features mentioned in the
charter. Then the comments are received from both development and test team to indicate for something
missed out. A plan is showed to the teams so they have better understanding of what is currently being
done.
One interviewee considers that the test strategy should include a feature coverage part. Additionally it
also depends on the environment and the test object it self as well.
Writing detailed procedures will not ensure feature coverage but at some system, sub-system, feature or
function level. An interviewee preferred to write down all the test areas, and then do the test design, create
test ideas and then finally connect both to the respective test area.
We also asked a question regarding comparing traditional Test Case based approach with ET approach
for better feature coverage. ET had four votes for better feature coverage than Test Case based approach,
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for three interviewees it depends on the product, test strategy and people involved in test team, and for one
interviewee both approaches offer better feature coverage in testing. Although ET was preferred for better
feature coverage an interviewee highlighted more aspects that it comes with a challenge to have experience,
skilled testers and good instinct that what is good enough testing. It will definitely take more time if we
loose someone to go on testing. People need to think based on the existing information to make decisions
during testing and learning from the results. It is a matter to have good intuition, decision making and gut
feeling about the areas for possible existence of bug or defect.
Regarding Test Case based approach; three interviewees highlighted their same thoughts. In scripted
testing, the skilled person prepares the test cases and an inexperienced tester executes them and continues
the suit even if it looks crappy. This process takes more time and cost. Scripted testing only executes the
written steps and there is no exploration around it, so there are chances to miss out important areas. Also
the problem with Test Case based approach is that too much time is spent on script. So instead of scripting
everything, it is better to explore the system and utilized prior testing skills to find maximum number of
defects.
In ET, reasonable time is spent on documentation that can fulfil stakeholder interests. Rest of the time
is spent on actual testing involving thinking and intelligence of tester to base the decisions on information.
4.2.7. Customer communication
To fulfil customer’s needs and requirements, it is very important to involve customer in the process for
better understanding and achieve the desired objectives and goals. The input from customer adds value in
exploratory testing as well.
To further investigate it, we asked a set of questions from all interviewees regarding customer communication aspect. Since, ET takes time factor very seriously, all interviewees tried to understand first the purpose,
objectives and expectations of customer from testing. The questions asked from customers were mostly of
type “what they need, why they need, for whom they need it”. It also depicts that time is spent on each
activity reasonably without producing waste work product. Examples of questions asked are as following;
• What do you need to know about system?
• What document information level is important for stakeholder?
• How much we need to document?
• Is it reusable after some time and for whom?
• In which format the results are required?
• When do you need this information?
One interviewee mentioned that although it seems unrelated to the testing approach or ET style, but
this information helps to estimate the documentation cost. It develops further understanding with customer
that where the actual time is being spent.
Further on level of document, one interviewee mentioned that it depends on the context and always
negotiated. The documents that are provided are; bugs/defect report, weekly summarized reports, current
status, information about features and any other requested information. Another interviewee mentioned that
in projects related to finance, the detailed process and documentation are required. But if less is written in
test strategy then chances are more that someone will actually read it. Interviewee considers that credit is
more for short status reports. The reports are written in a brief structure, areas are listed along with the
severity of bugs. Status report is always short with brief details of current status and future plans. Only
interesting factors are included only, documented should be simplified to possible extent without loosing
much detail. Both exploratory log and test cases are written in self explanatory fashion.
We also focused on the questions that are normally asked by the customers to the interviewees, which
are as following but not limited to these only;
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• What and how is planned forward?
• What have you tested?
• How do we know that you have tested correctly?
• Traceability of test cases to requirements.
• How the test cases can be used later?
After initial understanding is established, the interviewees mentioned that customers are then recommended accordingly. The solution is presented with best possible practices. If customer asks then it is
explained that how the exploratory testing works. Six interviewees mentioned that their customers already
know that ET will be used; one of the interviewee is mainly called for this purpose when customers are stuck
in situation and the need to get out of it and wants to ensure product quality. Another said that a customer
really feels confident by letting them suggest how we want their part, so that we can make decision on the
information being exchanged. The rest two recommend the best practices according to the situation. An
interviewee stated that testers and test leads are very happy with ET after working and they feel like finding
more issues and they have control of what they are doing.
The confidence and satisfaction of customer is found very promising by all the interviewees when they
used ET. An interviewee highlighted that although, the satisfaction of customers is gained at the end but
they have been worried as they see the cost, they want to ensure that product should be tested to meet
quality standard. Now it is up to tester to look for related information. If we both agree mutually then
customer is satisfied with what tester is going to do and have a good product release. Two interviewees told
that ET has shown efficient results on many occasions. Because they found the critical bugs which customer
was unable to find. It verifies that they have tested correctly. ET is considered by an interviewee as a more
professional testing and personal responsibility.
4.2.8. Advantages and disadvantages
The two questions asked advantages and disadvantages of ET were open-ended, because we wanted to
have broader opinions of each interviewee.
The top three advantages we identified are;
1. Creativity or utilization of tester’s mind
2. Finds more bugs, critical in nature
3. Learning
An interviewee said that there should be more utilization of tester’s mind than the test designer. Testers
are important and good at what they do, it is important for a tester to get confidence. Furthermore, the test
cases usually end up finding fewer bugs after a while, other means are then used to ensure the quality. As in
most of the projects, test cases are developed at start of the project based on specifications or requirements,
but they become invalid when functionality is developed. Similarly, another interviewee mentioned that 90%
time is spent on the test design before they get to know about how the feature works, whereas in ET each
test case is designed based on the current working of the feature, which really helps to locate the bugs, even
critical ones.
Besides, there are also other advantages mentioned by different interviewees like; ET generates more
information, better test results, better test coverage, effective, efficient, focused testing, more fun, employees
prefer to stay because they have freedom to work, more quality and a flexible approach. We also identified
top 3 disadvantages that are;
1. Management trust
2. Industry or client lack of faith
3. Coaching testers
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An interviewee mentioned that ET is considered unstructured by some people because they don’t know
what to do. ET expects the tester to investigate, explore and learn from experience. It requires focus, skill
and experience. If tester is not focused and skilled then it leads to bad session. If tester is inexperienced then
many areas might be missed. Other disadvantages are; lack of tools to support ET activities, accountability,
planning, it is very dependent on how the results are delivered, needs some way of document recording to
reproduce the bugs.
4.2.9. Suitability and non-suitability
All the interviewees answered that ET is suitable for all the domains but with certain exceptions that
it requires some modification when it comes to regulatory industries i.e. finance, law and medical or when
the object is expensive. Non-suitability is negated by all interviewees. Two interviewees mentioned that ET
should always be followed by scripted testing because it helps to find different kind of bugs and compliments
scripted testing.
4.2.10. Major factors effecting ET
In this section we have presented different factors that effect ET in the form of challenges, restrictions,
threats and measures to improve, based on interviewee data.
The top 3 challenges related to ET gathered from interview data are as following;
1. Explaining ET to customer and changing their traditional mind set from scripted testing
2. Coaching testers to perform ET professionally
3. Misconceptions related to ET
Other challenges identified by the interviewees are; ET demands a lot of effort thinking, time and analyses
dimensions, proper test coverage, team with inexperienced testers, finding professionals with experience,
knowledge and skill set, management trust, coming up with new ideas, getting engaged with product, raising
the confidence level of both customer and management, synchronizing with peers to improve the quality of
product and resource handling.
The interviewees did not mention any particular restriction but people’s fear of the unknown.
There are three major factors that are act as a threat towards the application of ET effectively.
1. The lack of tester’s interest to take ET as a personal responsibility
2. Planning is not done properly
3. Managers and customers are afraid to change from what is working
Although there seems hesitation both from management and customers. An interview reported that
every day ET is used, the curve of finding defects has increased. Similar behaviour is reported by most of
the interviewees.
Certain measures are also taken by all the interviewees to improve the ET activity within own self and at
team level. In order to improve most interviewees agreed to read related books, discussion with peers, conducting internal training sessions, attending difference conferences and by developing system understanding.
An interview mentioned to read books on philosophy, psychology while another encouraged people to take
black box test course offered by Kaner and Bach.
4.2.11. Claims
There were certain claims made by interviewees, which are as follows;
In paradigm shift transition the defect detection efficiency in ET is improved 100% in comparison to
scripted testing.
If ET is used in paired testing approach then its purpose is two folds. Firstly, the efficiency is increased
when one person is testing while other records and suggests. The combination for a pair can be like Tester/
Tester, Tester/Developer and Tester/Owner. Every combination brings own advantages. In Tester/Tester
combination, the scope of ideas at test design level increase, while in Tester/Developer, tester can quickly
communication with developer and then based on the technical information effective test cases can be
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designed. In Tester/Owner combination, it is ensure that product is tested according to the expectations
of owner. The immediate feedback can be taken and then tested accordingly. Secondly, paired testing also
helps to train the new testers. It helps new resource to quickly adopt the best practices and then build
experience upon it.
ET when followed by scripted testing, always found more critical bugs in less time in comparison to the
total time spent on complete scripted testing.
5. Discussion
In practice software testing is exercised as a blend of different techniques and approaches. Exploratory
testing is not a test technique but an approach to test the software. It enables the tester to explore the
software to identify defects in it. By using exploratory style of testing a tester is provided with the freedom
to deviate from the test design and concentrate on the areas that are more vulnerable for the defects. There
are a number of classifications and variants of exploratory testing (e.g. free style ET and SBTM) practiced
in the industry as per the needs of the practitioners.
A better understanding of exploratory testing approach has been developed. Initially, with the advent of
ET it was perceived at a very abstract level. In subsection 4.1.5 different definitions of ET are mentioned.
While considering the time when this specific definition is given by researchers and practitioners, can help us
identify how this approach is actually perceived by the people in academia and industry. Based on classical
definitions of exploratory testing, it was misunderstood as an ad-hoc way to test computer software without
any prior planning and test design. Whereas, in industry ET is practiced with proper planning and all the test
logs are documented. By using this approach tester is provided with more freedom to explore the vulnerable
areas that facilitate him to identify more defects in comparison with traditional test case based testing.
Moreover, this approach has matured over the time and much of the widespread misconceptions about this
approach are addressed. In section 4.1.14 we have identified and addressed some of the misconceptions about
this approach.
Regarding how the ET is practiced, majorly two different styles are discussed in literature. These are
free style exploratory testing and session based test management. These both styles are discussed in detail
in sections 4.1.7 and 4.1.8. Free style ET emphasizes over providing the complete freedom and control to
the tester with an objective to find maximum defects. Though, the name free style creates some confusion
about ET portraying it to be unplanned. Many traditional testers show reluctance to accept ET considering
it as uncontrollable but free style ET has its own strengths that can increase the defect detection efficiency
of the test process. Another way to practice ET is in the form of session based test management (SBTM).
In SBTM the testing is carried out in multiple sessions where each session is directed and focussed towards
finding the defects for specific features. This approach is furthermore refined to session based exploratory
testing (SBET). This style of testing helps to practice ET in a structured, planned and manageable way
and additionally provides a tool that facilitates control and tracking of the testing process as discussed in
section 4.1.8. The process can be controlled using SBET and it addresses the concerns of the practitioners.
In interviews with ET practitioners from the industry we found out that most of the practitioners have
customized the testing process while following the exploratory testing approach. These customizations are
mostly based to develop a better understanding of the software before starting the test execution. In our
opinion if SBTM is practiced in combination with free style ET it can yield more defects. The testers can
focus on finding defects in the planned sessions and once they find the defects they can practice free style
exploratory testing around these defects to seek more defects in these vulnerable areas of the software with
minimal documentation that is necessary to keep a log of the found defects and how these can be reproduced.
Different testing techniques that are advocated in traditional testing work well with exploratory testing.
Basic reason that ET is an approach and not a technique facilitates the tester to build a mindset about
carrying out the test process while supplementing different techniques according to the context as discussed
in section 4.1.9. In industry practitioners use ET to complement their testing to find more defects on the
basis of earlier found defects using other test techniques. In this way a better feature coverage can also be
ensured to test areas that could be overlooked while limiting the testing to the traditional test case based
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testing. Most of the practitioners that were interviewed for this research study mostly used ‘Risk Based
Testing’ in combination with ET.
In exploratory testing the communication with the customers is an extremely important factor. Customer communication plays a vital role in ET to test the software more effectively with frequent feedback.
After taking the views from multiple ET practitioners that were interviewed during this research study, we
emphasize over the need of customer communication as it will not only add value to the testing process but
it will also lead towards removing the widespread misconceptions about the ET in the software industry.
Like every approach ET also have some advantages and disadvantages as we have discussed in sections
4.1.12, 4.1.13 and 4.2.8. First two sections deal with the advantages and disadvantages of this approach
in the literature while the section 4.2.8 explains the pros and cons of this approach as discussed by the
interviewees. ET is claimed to be much more effective in terms of defect detection efficiency moreover this
approach helps the testers to find more critical defects.
6. Validity Threats
The major threats to validity related to research methodology adopted for this study including systematic
review of literature on exploratory testing and interviews have been identified and discussed below. (Wohlin
et al., 2000).
Internal validity is concerned with a casual relationship between the treatment and its result (Wohlin
et al., 2000). A potential threat to this study was the exclusion of the unpublished literature. The gray
literature is heavily available by different practitioners of ET. We included all the available gray literature to
minimize this threat to the validity of this research study. We tried our best to correctly interpret interviewee
comments but still chances are there that we might have miss-interpreted the comments. We could not send
back the transcripts due to time and availability constrants.
Instrumentation threat that is caused by bad design leads to misunderstanding of discussion of topic
(Wohlin et al., 2000). It was minimised by review from two other researchers and piloting the interview
questionnaire with 4 students of Masters of Software Engineering. The purpose of this pilot was to see
whether questions are clear to understand.
Conclusion validity is referred as the statistically significant relation between the treatment and its
result (Wohlin et al., 2000). Biasness in the inclusion and exclusion criteria could have been a significant
threat to the conclusion validity. The nature of this study contributed most in minimizing this threat.
As there is not enough research material available for this area of research the emphasis remained over
the inclusion of any research material available on this subject instead of excluding the literature. Only
those research papers are excluded that appeared in the initial search in the electronic databases but were
completely irrelevant. Due to limitation of availability o research material, free search has been done to
include all the available gray material as well from different ET practitioners.
Ethical consideration The data collected from the all the interviewees was neither interchanged nor
revealed to anyone else. The ethical values are seriously considered during the interview session and afterwards.
7. Conclusion
This systematic review investigates the work done in the field of ET by different researchers and practitioners. The effort to gather and manage all the available literature in the area of research related to ET is
the major contribution of this systematic review. Forty-seven primary studies were included in this study.
While exploring this area we found that there is a serious lack of research literature about ET but there is
ample gray literature produced by different ET practitioners is available. We have included all the available
research as well as a significant portion of gray literature in this study to facilitate researchers in getting
familiar with the for this research area.
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Further, we conducted eight interviews in the industry to know the stat-of-the-art practices. We found
that the perception of exploratory testing has changed over time and now organizations have started developing a better understanding of it. We identified major factors in applying this approach in industry i.e.
motivating customer and mangement, planning and managing ET, finding person with right skill set.
8. Future Work
We propose in this research study that there shall be an empirical evaluation of this testing approach in
a hybrid environment involving academia as well as industry to validate the claims of these practitioners.
Future work is needed to empirically evaluate the defect detection efficiency as well as critical level of
defects in industrial settings. These empirical studies will add value to the current research done in this area
of research and can verify the claims of industry that advocate the use of ET for their software development
processes.
It will be very interesting to study how the organization and development process effects the choice of
testing technique other than the domain of system under development. Also when does industry prefer to
use ET or TCT is a good point for investigation.
A. Search Strings
Below one can find the search strings used for the literature search (using online databases) and the gray
literature search, respectively.
• Abstracts: ((((“exploratory”) OR (“ad-hoc”) OR (“context-driven”) ) AND (“testing”) ) OR advantages OR disadvantages OR styles OR misconceptions OR suitability OR adaptability OR “feature
coverage”)
• Titles: ((exploratory OR ad-hoc OR context-driven OR ET) AND testing)
• Keywords: ((exploratory OR explore ) AND testing)
Search Strings for gray literature. . .
((((“exploratory”) OR (“ad-hoc”) OR (“context-driven”) ) AND (“testing”) ) OR explained OR understanding OR defined)
((((“exploratory”) OR (“ad-hoc”) OR (“context-driven”) ) AND (“testing”) ) OR advantages OR disadvantages OR styles OR misconceptions OR suitability OR adaptability OR planning OR characteristics
OR reasons OR scenarios OR “feature coverage” OR agile OR customer OR claims OR factors OR nonsuitability)
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Abstract
This paper presents the results from conducting a controlled experiment to compare the defect detection
effectiveness and efficiency of traditional Test Case base Testing (TCT) and Exploratory Testing (ET). The
results are drawn based on the data collected from experiment and survey. There were a total of four
different executions based on the same experiment design, three in industry settings (two in Sweden and
one in Pakistan) and one in academia in Sweden. In the experiment, a total of 24 practitioners and 46
software engineering students performed manual functional testing on an open source software application
with seeded and actual defects. The experimental subjects were divided into two groups, 35 subjects per
group. Each group participated in one 90 minute controlled session, where ET and TCT approach was used
by respective group.
Interestingly, we found significance difference in defect detection efficiency and effectiveness between ET
and TCT. The distributions of the detected defects did differ significantly regarding the technical type,
detection difficulty or the severity. The true defects count for ET was much higher than the TCT approach.
But there was no statistical significance difference for false defect reports between the two approaches.
Furthermore, we also reported the results from survey. We found statistical significance difference for the
perceived (low and high) coverage assessments, confidence assessments and usefulness of structuring and
guiding the execution between the two testing approaches. But there was no statistical significance difference
between the approaches when it comes to overall quality assessment and detecting the defects.
Key words: Exploratory testing, defect detection, efficiency, effectiveness,

1. Introduction
Software testing plays a key role to improve the quality of software after it has been developed. Testing
takes most of the time in a software development lifecycle and thus there has always been a need to increase
the efficiency of the testing process while making it more effective in terms of defect detection efficiency. To
make testing more efficient; many different tools, techniques, methods, automation strategies and solutions
have been proposed and developed over the period. The need to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of
the testing process has resulted to the advent of different testing approaches and techniques. It is also noted
that there has been a strong focus on automation of testing to reduce the cost of re-work and decrease the
time for test execution. Software testing faces challenge to identify defects in the newly developed software
or during maintenance phase. But discovering a defect is largely dependent on the skills and performance
of testers doing manual testing.
Approaches like eXtreme Programming (Itkonen et al., 2009) and Test-Driven Development (TDD) have
increased the popularity of test automation. But the results from empirical research indicates that new
defects are identified more by manual testing and automated testing is used very little by companies in the
industry (Itkonen et al., 2009).
2. Background
The traditional approach of software testing in industry is Test case based testing(TCT). In this approach
test cases are defined and planned prior to execution of testing in conjunction with the expected results based
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on the requirements (Ryber, 2007). The main idea behind TCT approach is to design and document all test
cases with their inputs, outputs and the functionality of the system for testing (Itkonen et al., 2009; Agruss
and Johnson, 2000; Andersson and Runeson, 2002). Test case based testing is sometimes also termed as
scripted testing and the major emphasis in this approach remains over the detailed documentation of the
test cases in order to cover the maximum functionality that is to be tested. SWEBOK has defined TCT
as designing of test cases to validate the correct implementation of the functional specifications that can
be referred as conformance, correctness or functional testing (Abran et al., 2005). The creation of the test
cases is related to level of the testing required to be performed. The test cases should include the expected
results (Abran et al., 2005). The common strengths of TCT approach are highlighted in (Itkonen et al.,
2007; Ahonen et al., 2004; ITKONEN, 2008; Ryber, 2007; Grechanik et al., 2009; Yamaura, 2002; Taipale
et al., 2006). It provides explicit oracles for validation of expected output vs actual output and suits well
for complex relationships of a function in software object under testing. Scripting the test cases requires
intelligence instilled in the test cases and does not rely over the skills and previous experience of the tester
resulting the test execution to base over the script only.
In order to free up time for creative manual testing, the automated testing is best considered for repetitive
tasks performed by human testers and for regression testing (Itkonen et al., 2009). In software engineering
community, there has been very little study on test execution practices and manual testing. Research in
testing has been done on techniques for test case design, selection and optimising automated testing. But it
is unknown that what factors effect the manual testing efficiency or the practises that are considered useful
by the industrial testers (Itkonen et al., 2007). Research by Juristo et al. (Juristo et al., 2004) presents
that for test case design techniques, the test execution results are dependent on skills of testers and type
of software under test. These skills cannot be reflected while following the TCT and it requires a complete
shift in the testing approach where the tester can be provided with freedom to explore the software while
carrying out the testing simultaneously (Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010).
Executing test cases is not a mechanical task carried out either by a novice tester, outsourced or automated
(Itkonen et al., 2007). Instead the skills, knowledge and experience is considered very important during test
execution (Itkonen et al., 2007; Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010; Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010). Well, indeed testers use
test cases primarily to structure and guide their work.(Itkonen et al., 2007; Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010).
The idea of testing without using pre-designed test cases called as Exploratory Testing (Itkonen and
Rautiainen, 2005; Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010; Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010). Exploratory Testing is an approach to
test software without pre-designed test case documents. It emphasizes the execution of tests with concurrent
cognition of system. Although the term exploratory testing (ET) was first coined by Kaner and Bach in
1983 but it was first recognised by Myers (Myers, 1979). In his book Myers showed that he understood the
exploratory nature of testing when describing, that he called, the error guessing technique. However, the
actual techniques or methods to perform exploratory testing are not described by the authors. Instead, it was
treated as an ad-hoc or error guessing technique that caused a major hurdle for practitioners to adopt ET as
an important technique to test software. Over the years, this perception of exploratory testing has changed
to a thoughtful approach to carry out a test mission. ET is now seen in the industry as an approach instead
of a test technique. With this increase in understanding about ET, different techniques like session based
test management (SBTM) are developed to manage the ET process (Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010). Furthermore,
there is a lack of scientific research for exploratory testing (Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005; Bhatti and Ghazi,
2010).
Exploratory testing has been reported and claimed as more efficient than the the traditional test case
based testing (van Veenendaal, 2002; Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010; Itkonen et al., 2009). Other claimed benefits
include the better utilization of testers’ skills, knowledge, creativity, less documentation overhead, rapid
feedback finds more bugs and system learning (van Veenendaal, 2002; Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010; Bach, 2000;
Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005; Kaner et al., 2008; Lyndsay and van Eeden, 2003; Våga and Amland, 2002;
Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010).
Considering the claims stated in literature by practitioners (Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010), we decided to
conduct an experiment to test question: Do testers, which are performing manual functional testing using
the exploratory testing approach, find more or different defects compared to testers using a test case based
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testing approach?
2.1. Structure of the Paper
The paper is structured as follows. Section 3 presents the existing research on exploratory and test
case based testing. Section 4 presents the research methodology, elaborating the experiment design, data
collection and analysis. The results from experiment and survey are presented in Section 5. Answers to the
research questions are discussed in Section 6. The threats to validity are mentioned in Section 7. Finally, in
Section 8 conclusion and future research directions are presented.
The terms ET and TCT are used interchangeably for ‘Exploratory Testing’ and ‘Test Case based Testing’
respectively.
3. Empirical Studies
In this section, we have mentioned the related empirical studies both on testing techniques and exploratory
testing.
3.1. Test case based techniques
To compare different test techniques, several experimental studies have been carried out (Juristo et al.,
2004), in essence to look at how to efficiently construct and execute an optimal set of test cases (Itkonen
et al., 2007). Juristo in a study (Juristo et al., 2004) concludes that current knowledge is limited, lacks
formal foundation and somewhat conflicting.
Basili and Selby reported defect detection rate was not related to experience of tester. Also the fault rate
depends on the software application under study (Basili and Selby, 1987). Kamsties and Lott, instead, found
that finding a defect was dependent on a subject (Kamsties and Lott, 1995). But Wood et al. (Wood et al.,
1997) found that defect detection depends on fault types present in the software application. Hence, it can
be reasoned from these studies that besides test case design techniques, there exists other factors effecting
the testing results.
Conclusion can also be made from available studies that more faults are identified by combining individual
testers than techniques (Juristo et al., 2004). It depicts that test execution results vary independent of the
test case design strategy applied. Wood et al. (Wood et al., 1997) found that more defects are found using
the same technique in combined pairs and triplets than individual testers. It seems that Even though using
the same test technique, testers found different types of defects. For code reading and structural testing
techniques, similar resuls were also reported (Itkonen et al., 2007). There could be many different possible
reasons for such variations in results. Because the documented test cases can be executed differently by
individual testers. Even though using the same test technique, it highly depends on tester’s skill level to
recognize a failure in different fashion and eventually end up with different test case (Itkonen et al., 2007).
In industrial settings, there are very few studies showing that test cases are seldom rigorously documented
and used (Itkonen et al., 2007). On the other hand, practitioners have reported that much time is spent on
test case design that is difficult and often quite useless (Ahonen et al., 2004; Andersson and Runeson, 2002;
Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005). But in practise, it seems that individual testers do the tasks of test case
design and selection. Andersson stated that The use of structured approaches to VaV is sparse. Instead,
the selection of test cases is very much based on the experience of the staff (Andersson and Runeson, 2002).
While, On the other hand, no one reported particular problems that can be traced back to the lack of structured
methods specifically (Andersson and Runeson, 2002).
3.2. Exploratory Testing
Houdek et al. (Houdek et al., 2001) performed an experiment on defect detection for executable specifications. In experiment, he compared reviews, systematic testing techniques and exploratory testing approach.
No difference was reported between the testing techniques with respect to effectiveness of defect detection.
Also results showed that exploratory (ad hoc) testing approach required less effort. The study revealed that
only 44% of the defects found and the same defect was found by more than one technique. It indicates that
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no single technique is sufficient for defect detection problem (Houdek et al., 2001). Instead, the combination
seems to be right approach.
Rothemel et al. (Rothermel et al., 2000) research on exploratory testing reported the benefits by using
a tool based on formal test adequacy criteria. In the context of oracle mistakes Phalgune et al. (Phalgune
et al., 2005) found that oracle mistakes usually occur. These should be taken into account in end user
programmer testing tools. Oracle mistakes(Weyuker, 1982), is a term meaning a falsely negative or falsely
positive judgment as whether the program output is correct. The tester judges a correct behavior incorrect
or vice versa. It could be an important factor affecting the effectiveness of exploratory testing(Itkonen et al.,
2007)
The study by Laisa H et al. (do Nascimento and Machado, 2007) conducted an experiment to evaluate
the use of model-based and exploratory testing approaches in context of feature testing in mobile phone
applications. They found exploratory testing more indicated than model-based for feature testing and
produced better results. The effort was clearly smaller in applying exploratory testing than model-based
approach.
In context of using pre-designed test cases, study (Itkonen et al., 2007) found no benefit of using predesigned test cases in terms of defect detection efficiency. They reported no significant differences in defect
detection efficiency between exploratory and test case based testing approaches. Also regarding the technical
type, detection difficulty or severity the distributions of detected defects did not differ significantly. The
experiment results (Itkonen et al., 2007) showed that exploratory testing revealed more defects and better
revealed user interface, usability defects and the defects that are very difficult to identify and obvious. While
test case based testing approach produced more false defect reports than exploratory testing. But many
other benefits are provided by planning and designing test cases (Itkonen et al., 2007). It includes benefits
in test planning, traceability, repeatability, test coverage, regression testing, controlling and tracking of the
test efforts and finally test reporting.
Besides, the study (Shoaib et al., 2009) reported positive correlation between human personality types
and ability of the testers in exploratory testing. Furthermore, the people with extrovert personality types are
good exploratory testers with high IQ level. To produce more organized, accountable and traceable results
(Naseer and Zulfiqar, 2010) constructed a SBET framework. It gives an idea about how ET is performed in
industry.
There are certain misconceptions about exploratory testing (Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005; Naseer and
Zulfiqar, 2010; Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010) regarding its applicability and efficiency due to lack of reliable
research.
4. Methodology
This section explains the research problem and the experimental design.
4.1. Research Problem
There exists certain anecdotal reports listing claimed benefits (Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005; van Veenendaal, 2002; Bach, 2000; Kaner et al., 2001; Lyndsay and van Eeden, 2003; Våga and Amland, 2002; Bhatti
and Ghazi, 2010), i.e. ET is more efficient and effective in finding critical bugs, it takes less time and utilizes
the skill, knowledge and experience of the tester etc. . . . Taking into account the reported claimed benefits
of exploratory testing and its increasing popularity in industry, this approach requires more research to find
the facts and figures. The aspects like testers’ skill, knowledge and creativity affect the results of exploratory
testing (Bhatti and Ghazi, 2010). Our focus is on:
What is the effect of using exploratory and test case based testing approaches in manual functional
testing in limited provided time with respect to defect detection performance?
The experiment definition is (Wohlin et al., 2000):
• Objects of study The objects of studies are two testing approaches i.e. exploratory and test case
based testing.
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RQ-1
Null Hypothesis H1.0
Hypothesis H1.1
Hypothesis H1.2
RQ-2
Null Hypothesis H2.0
RQ-3
Null Hypothesis H3.0

How does using a testing approach (ET or TCT) affect the
number of detected defects in limited provided time?
There is no difference in the number of detected defects between ET and TCT.
More defects are detected with ET than TCT approach
More defects are detected with TCT than ET approach
How does using ET or TCT affect the type of defects identified?
There is no difference in the type of detected defects between
using ET or TCT approach
How does using ET or TCT affect the number of false defect
reports?
There is no difference in the number of false defect reports
between using ET or TCT testing approach

Table 1: Research questions and hypothesis

Figure 1: Research methods
Experiment

Survey

Experimental
data

Survey data

Analysis/
Results

Conclusion

• Purpose The purpose is to compare and evaluate the testing approaches in terms of found bugs (and
bug type) in provided limited time.
• Quality focus The quality focus is the defect detection efficiency and effectiveness of testing approaches.
• Perspective The perspective is from tester and research point of view.
• Context The experiment is run in industry practitioners and academia students. The study is conducted as a Multi-test within object study.
4.2. Research Questions
Software testing approach or technique can not be applied based solely on elegant theories and claims.
We have compared the exploratory and test case based testing approaches for empirical investigation. Based
on current knowledge, we can present below research questions and hypothesis mentioned in Table 1.
The reported defect that is duplicate, non-existing or can not be understood is referred as False defect.
We have used mixed method approach to accomplish the aim of this study. Experiment and survey
methods are used in quantitative approach to quantify, compare and evaluate the relationship between two
testing approaches. According to (Wohlin et al., 2000), to test the effect of some activity or manipulation,
quantitative investigation is appropriate. It provides an advantage that the quantitative data promotes
comparison and statistical analysis (Wohlin et al., 2000).
An experiment provides a formal, rigorous and controlled investigation (Wohlin et al., 2000). The key
factors are identified and manipulated in an experiment. Experiments provide good execution control,
measurement control and ease of replication but the investigation cost is high. But it staples to identify the
best approaches and solutions.
The survey was conducted to gather data from the experiment participants to drive descriptive and
explanatory conclusion. The data collected from survey is subjected for quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Also this field lacks empirical investigation and from experimental and survey data we can provide the real
facts and figures based on our findings.
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Phase
Testing Session

ET - group
Exploratory
testing
Feature Set-A

-

TCT - group
Test
case
based testing Feature Set-A

Table 2: Experimental arrangements

4.3. Experimental Design
We used the empirical research guidelines presented by (Juristo and Moreno, 2001; Kitchenham et al.,
2002; Wohlin et al., 2000). Our experiment design is based on one-factor block design with single blocking
variable (Juristo and Moreno, 2001) (one factor with two treatments and one response variable). The
blocking design principle is used to systematically eliminate the effect of undesired effect in comparison
among treatments(Wohlin et al., 2000).
Although, it is challenging to perform experiments in industrial environments but still we were able to
do it at smaller level. This study was performed in industrial and academia and experiment was performed
in offline mode. There were total 3 industrial partners, two located in Sweden and third in Pakistan.
In academia, the experiment was performed on students of Software Verification and Validation course
in April, 2010 in Sweden. The division of student subjects into two groups was not random but based on
their grades in course assignment (convenience sampling). The group who performed exploratory testing
were named ET group and other TCT group. But group name was only disclosed to them once they had
entered in the session.
The experiment comprised of only one phase consisting of two separate sessions, each for ET and TCT
group. In the testing session phase, the TCT group designed and executed the test cases for the Feature
Set-A. The subjects did not design any test cases before the testing session. The rational was to measure
the efficiency in terms of time to complete all required activities and effectiveness in terms of detecting bugs.
In start of the session, the TCT group was provided the template both for designing the test cases and the
reporting the defects. Whereas, the ET group was instructed to log their session activity as per their own
understanding but in readable and format.
An overview of experimental arrangements is shown in Table 2.
This expriment design has three differences with the study (Itkonen et al., 2009). First, it has only one
session and the purpose is to reduce the learning effect of the subjects, also known as bleeding effect. We
tried to avoid it because we wanted to measure the true effect of particular treatment. One subject carried
out the experiment one time only using the assigned testing approach. Second, the total time provided to
both approaches was same rather TCT group spending extra time on preparing test cases. Both approaches
were allocated total 90 minutes to carry out respective phases or activities involved in each approach. This
way we can measure the effectiveness and efficiency in terms of number of bugs found in provided time.
We encourage that the test cases should be designed and do not consider it a total waste. But besides we
also want to investigate how the time is better utilized. The 90 minutes length of session was decided as
suggested by Bach in SBTM (Bach, 2000) but is not a compulsion. The stern time limitation can affect the
quality of testing (Bach, 2000). But we also had to consider the limited time available from industry and
academia. Third, the experimental settings are different. This experiment is executed both in industry and
academia where as the (Itkonen et al., 2009) study mainly used student subjects in the experiment.
The length and structure of both controlled testing sessions were same as shown in Table 3.
Both the industrial and student subjects were instructed to apply equivalence class partitioning, boundary
value analysis and combination testing techniques to find the bugs. This information was communicated
to them well before the experiment execution date. The source documentation was the User’s Guide for
testing the software. It was provided to all subjects one day before the experiment execution. The task of
the subjects was to cover all the functionality documented in the User’s guide concerning the Feature Set-A.
One subject participated only in one allocated session i.e. ET or TCT.
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Phase
Session setup

Length
15 mins

Activities
1. Introduction and guidelines
2. Fill the pre survey form
3. Access the remote desktop environment

Functional
testing

90 mins

Survey and
reports handling

15 mins

1. Functional testing using Exploratory Testing (ET) or
Test Case based Testing (TCT)
2. Keep the test logs and report all found bugs in defect
report or exploratory log document, where applicable.

1. Fill post survey form
2. Hand over the defect reports and test logs.

Table 3: Structure of testing session phase

4.3.1. Instrumentation
The experimental instrumentation includes objects (see 4.3.3 for detail), guidelines for experiment and
measurement forms and tools (Wohlin et al., 2000). We used following instrumentation (with permission
from authors) of the study (Itkonen et al., 2007), with required modifications: i) Test object Feature SetA, ii) Guides and instructions, iii) Test case design template, iv) Defect report template, v) Exploratory
charter, vi) Feature Set-A defects detail and vii) Survey questionnaires.
At start of the session, subjects were provided the instructions document in electronic format on the
session arrangement and detail on focus of testing. There were no instructions given on testing techniques
or strategies. The TCT group got the template for test case design and reporting defects. ET group got
a brief charter listing the tested functionality and focus testing from user’s viewpoint. We used on line
GoogleForm to collect the survey data. One subject filled two survey forms. First about the subjects detail,
before starting the experiment. Second, about their feedback on different aspects, after they had executed
the survey.
4.3.2. Subjects
The subjects selection plays an important role when conducting an experiment (Robson, 1993). The
motivation and willingness of subject is essential throughout the experiment (Wohlin et al., 2000). The
selection of the subjects was based on convenience sampling, a type of probability sampling. The subjects
were divided into two balanced groups by course responsible based on their grades in the VaV course
assignments. This criteria was defined to avoid situation where best students end up in one group.
Further, following aspects were considered for people participating as subjects (Wohlin et al., 2000) .
• Obtain consent: To reduce the risk of invalid data and perform the experiment according to objectives. The intention of the work and research objectives were explained to all subjects through a
meeting in industry and presentation to students. It was explained that how the results will be used
and published.
• Sensitive results: The subjects were assured that the personal performance in experiment will be
kept confidential
• Inducements: To increase motivation, extra points were given to the student participants of experiment, but participation was not made compulsory. For industry practitioners it was motivating to
investigate more into this field and provide the facts and figures.
The total number of subjects who participated in this experiment was 70, among them there were total
24 participants from industry and 46 from academia. The subjects were divided into two groups, ET group
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Characteristic
SW dev experience (yrs)
Testing experience (yrs)

x̄
0.583
0.291

x̃
1
0

σ
0.503
0.464

Table 4: Characteristics of student subjects

Characteristic
SW dev experience (yrs)
Testing experience (yrs)
TCT based Testing experience (yrs)

x̄
2.954
4.045
3.5

x̃
2
3
3

σ
2.514
1.91
2.738

Table 5: Characteristics of industry subjects

35 and TCT group 35. To characterize the subjects, demographic data was collected on the subjects in terms
of experience in software development and testing and education.
The student subjects selected for this experiment had attended software verification and validation course.
They had learnt different test case design techniques.
On the other hand, the subjects from industry had valuable experience working in domain of software
testing. Still they were provided material on the test case design techniques specifically for this experiment.
The demographic data of subjects is mentioned in Table 4 and Table 5 .
4.3.3. Object
The experimental object we used in this study was same used by (Itkonen et al., 2007). It is an open
source text editor JEdit version 4.2. The authors (Itkonen et al., 2007) had made two variants by seeding
artificial defects into the application at the source code level and then recompiled. The variant that we used
was Feature Set-A. In this variant there were a total of 25 seeded defects, but including the natural defects
the total defects count exceeds.
The main reason to use the same object was to compare the results of both experiments. But using JEdit
also have other advantages (Itkonen et al., 2007). Editor environment is familiar to the subjects without
requiring any training. It is preferred to use realistic application in experiment for correct results and being
open source it was possible to see the defects in the application code. The experimental object was only
available to the subjects once functional testing phase was started.
4.3.4. Parameters
The important parameters in this experiment are; the software type under test, properties of the subjects, tools used, time provided for test execution and testing environment. The individual properties of
the subjects (software engineering and software testing experience, and individual skills) create undesired
variation.
The time available for functional testing was 90 minutes. The software application under test was same
throughout the experiment. To provide similar experimental environment i.e. testing tools and Operating
System (OS), each student subject could connect to a remote Windows XP image and perform the functional
testing. The OS image was already loaded with the experimental object in complete isolation from the
Internet. To make a fresh OS environment we reset the Windows XP image settings to default and reloaded
it manually.
4.3.5. Factors
The applied testing approach is one factor in this experiment. It has two alternatives or treatments;
exploratory testing (ET) and test case based testing (TCT). The treatment is applied according to the
arrangement of object and subject in experimental design.
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4.3.6. Blocking Variables
The undesired variations in the experimental designed are represented in the form of blocking variables.
These variations can not be made constant or eliminated. The actual defects that are present in the tested
software affect the test results, the type and total number of defects and the difficulty of detecting them.
4.3.7. Response Variable
The effect of treatments is measured in the form of dependent or response variable(s). We looked at defect
detection effectiveness and efficiency measured by number of defects identified during fixed length session
of functional testing. In addition, an insight is gained into efficiency by taking into account the identified
defect types and severities along with number of false defect reports generated during the functional testing
session.
4.3.8. Internal Replication
The elementary experiment represents one subject applying one of the two factor alternatives to test one
variant of the tested software. In this study, 70 subjects replicated the elementary experiment leading to 70
replications with both alternatives and a single subject.
4.4. Experiment Execution
For each experiment iteration in industrial settings, the ET and TCT groups performed the sessions at
the same time, location (different rooms) and using same Operating System. But due to limited computer
resources in University computer lab, the execution was done sequentially after interval of 3 hours. But
students were asked not to share any experiment related information with other group. We tried to control
the experimental environment to not effect the execution.
4.5. Data Collection and Validation
The data was gathered in electronic format and using the on line forms. It reduced the effort to manually
collecting it.
In this experiment, we collected data in two ways. First, the logs and defect report forms filled by subjects
during the testing session.
Second, the survey questionnaire filled by each subject. Through this survey the perception and experiences of the subjects were measured. The survey comprised of three parts: i) Background, ii) Coverage and
quality, iii) and the testing approach. The questions in first two parts were same for both sessions but the
questions in third part were different respective to the testing session. The survey data was collected via
online form and it was filled immediately after they had completed the session.
When data was collected it was checked that it is reasonable and collected correctly. This step was carried
out very carefully and subjects were helped where necessary.
4.6. Defect Data Analysis
The number of defects defect by both ET and TCT groups were compared using t-test, which is a
parametric test.
Defect distribution of ET and TCT groups was represented to analyse the differences in the defect types.
Mann-Whitney test, a non-parametric alternative to t-test was used to perform significance analysis.
We used Mann-Whitney test, to analyse the number of false reports and significance of difference between
two testing approaches. The t-test was not used for this purpose because the data did not have a normal
distribution.
The data analysis was performed using the Microsoft Excel 2007 software package.
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Testing approach
ET
TCT

Found
x̄
8.342
1.828

defects
σ
4.214
1.822

per subject
SEx̄
0.712
0.308

Table 6: Defect count data summary

4.7. Survey Data Analysis
The collected data form survey was analysed statistically by using parametric test t-test and nonparametric Mann-Whitney test.
The question on a four step ordinal scale was analysed by t-test test by grouping first two and last
two options between ET and TCT sessions. The questions on a seven step ordinal scale were analysed by
Mann-Whitney test, because parametric tests can not be used on ordinal scale.
The qualitative data from the open questions to identify the problems faced while applying the testing
approach was analysed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Record all comments in Excel
Identify the categories from comments
Present a quantitative distribution by number of comments by each approach
Findings in each of identified categories were summarised in narrative text for both testing approaches.
Findings were summarised, similarities and differences between both testing approaches were analysed.

5. Results
In this section, the collected data is presented. The results of experiment based on the statistical analysis
of data are presented in section 5.1. The results of survey based on quantitative analysis of data are presented
in section 5.2.
5.1. Experiment
5.1.1. Defect Count
In this experiment, the response variable, was the number of defects detected by a subject during a
90 minute fixed length functional testing session. The defect report sheets were used to collect the defect
data. The defect count includes all the valid reported defects that the researchers were able to interpret and
understand, and reproduce on the basis of report. The false defect that is duplicate, non-existing or can not
be understood was not included in the defect count. The detail of false defects is mentioned in section 5.1.3.
The true defect count is summarised in Table 6. The table lists the defect counts separately for both
testing approaches.
The mean defect counts for ET and TCT approaches were 8.342 and 1.828 respectively, ET detected
on average 6.514 more defects than TCT. By using the two-tailed t-test for the statistical significance, we
obtained the value of 0.000. In statistical tests the mean differences are normally considered significant, if
p < 0.05 (with confidence level of 95%).
5.1.2. Detection Difficulty, Types and Severity
To understand the differences between two approaches, the distribution of defect severity and type can
be very helpful. The defect reports were classified to three dimensions (Itkonen et al., 2007):
1. Detection difficulty
2. Technical type
3. Defect Severity
The detection difficulty is characterised into 4 levels (Itkonen et al., 2007).
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Figure 2: True defects count
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Figure 3: True defects count box plot
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• Mode 0: Defect is immediately obvious to tester.
• Mode 1: Defect requires one action of tester to cause a failure and reveal the actual defect (Single-Mode
defect).
• Mode 2 and 3: The double and triple mode defect requires combination of 2 and 3 inputs to cause the
failure and reveal the defect.
Type means the technical details of each defect (e.g. performance, documentation, GUI). The severity
indicates the defect’s impact to end user. (e.g. minor, normal, Severe)
The Figure 4 shows the graph of four modes for both approaches.
In Table 7 we can see that in all 4 classes of detection difficulty ET has found more bugs. The data
clearly shows that ET has found far more critical bugs than TCT. The percentage difference is considerably
high for rest classes.

Figure 4: Detection difficulty distribution
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Mode
0 = easiest
1
2
3 = hardest
Total

ET
73
117
72
30
292

TCT
22
27
11
2
62

ET/TCT
331 %
433 %
654 %
1500 %
470 %

Total
95
144
83
32
354

Table 7: Detection difficulty distribution

Defect count

Figure 5: Technical type distribution
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Figure 5 and Table 8 shows the categorisation of the defects based on their technical type. There is
no difference for the ‘Documentation’ type defects. But for rest technical type, ET approach has more
percentage than TCT. The difference is very high for missing function, performance, technical defect and
wrong function.
The Figure 6 and Table 9 shows the categorisation of the defects based on their severities. From the
Table we can see that ET found far more severe and critical defects. Also the percentage of normal defects
is also very high along with rest of severity classes.
5.1.3. False Defect Reports
The data of false defects that is duplicate, non-existing or can not be understood. The defect counts for
ET and TCT are shown in Figure 7.
The mean and standard deviation for false defect counts are shown in Table 10.
The box-plot is shown in 8. On average TCT produced 0.486 more false defect reports than ET. Because
the data had non-normal distribution, we used Mann-Whitney U test that showed the effect of testing
approach is not statistically significance (two-tailed p = 0.584).
Technical Type
Documentation
GUI
Inconsistency
Missing function
Performance
Technical defect
Usability
Wrong function
Total

ET
5
19
8
65
62
44
17
72
292

TCT
5
8
4
5
5
2
11
22
62

ET/TCT
100 %
238 %
200 %
1300 %
1240 %
2200 %
155 %
327 %
471 %

Table 8: Technical type distribution
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Total
10
27
12
70
67
46
28
94
354

Figure 6: Severity distribution
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ET
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Severity
Negligible
Minor
Normal
Severe
Critical
Total

ET
13
49
99
108
23
292

TCT
9
12
25
14
2
62

ET/TCT
144 %
408 %
396 %
771 %
1150 %
471 %

Total
22
61
124
37
110
354

Table 9: Severity distribution
Figure 7: False defects count
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Testing approach
ET
TCT

False defects per subject
x̄
σ
0.771 1.628
1.257 2.477

Table 10: False count data
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Figure 8: False defects count box plot
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ET
TCT

Low Coverage
3.142
5.057

High Coverage
5.057
2.942

Table 11: Coverage assessments average number
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Figure 9: Box plots of the number of low coverage assessments
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5.2. Survey
To measure the perceptions and experience, a short online survey form was filled by all subjects after the
testing session. The results of this survey are presented in following sections.
5.2.1. Perceived Coverage
The subjects were asked to assess the coverage of their own testing. This way we can understand the actual
time spent in testing. Coverage was assessed separately by eight different functional areas. The assessment
scale used was as follows (Itkonen et al., 2007): ‘O1. Not covered at all’, ‘O2. Covered superficially’, ‘O3.
Basic functions well covered’, and ‘O4. Covered thoroughly’. The analyses was done on comparison of low
coverage assessments of first two (O1, O2) and high coverage assessments of the last two options (O3, O4),
between the ET and TCT sessions.
The average number of low and high coverage assessments per subject are presented in Table 11. There
is high difference between the mean of both approaches. This could be due to the reason that TCT subjects
could not get more time to execute their tests. Because they spent most of their time in documenting the
test cases.
The box-plots of the amount of low and high coverage assessments are presented in Figure 9 and Figure
10
The t-test was used to analyse the difference between mean number of low and high coverage assessments.
The results of t-test shows that for both testing approaches there is statistically significant difference in the
amount of low and high coverage assessments (two tailed p = 0.000).
5.2.2. Perceived Quality
The subjects were also asked about the perceived quality level of test software and their own confidence
level to the quality assessment. The overall quality of the jEdit software application was assessed based on

High coverage

Figure 10: Box plots of the number of high coverage assessments
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Low quality
1
ET
2
TCT
2
Total
4

2
4
5
9

3
8
12
20

Neutral
4
7
4
11

5
12
8
20

6
2
4
6

High quality
7
0
0
0

Table 12: Overall quality assessment
Very unsure
1
ET
0
TCT
2
Total
2

2
2
6
8

Neutral
4
9
8
17

3
4
8
12

5
11
5
16

6
8
5
13

Very confident
7
1
1
2

Table 13: Confidence of assessment

7-step Likert scale. The scale was tagged with ‘Low quality’ on left end, ‘Neutral’ in the middle and ‘High
quality’ on the right end (Itkonen et al., 2007). To assess the confidence level the 7-step Likert scaled was
tagged ‘Very unsure’ on left end, ‘Neutral’ in the middle and ‘Very confident’ on the right end (Itkonen et al.,
2007).
The results are summarized in Table 12 and Table 13.
The difference between assessments was analysed by using non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. The
results show that there is no statistically significant difference in the overall quality assessments (p = 0.573).
But there is difference in confidence assessments, between the ET and TCT (p = 0.015)
The box-plots of overall quality assessments and confidence to own assessments are show in Figure 11
and 12
5.2.3. Perception of Testing Approaches
A set of three questions were asked to understand the perception of testing approaches in term of;
applying, usefulness in guiding the test execution and revealing the defects. The goal was to measure,
if there are differences in the perceived easiness or usefulness to apply between ET and TCT. All these
questions were presented on 7-step Likert scale.
The data of these questions are mentioned in Table 14, Table 15 and Table 16 .
The box-plot of easiness to applying testing approach assessment is shown in Figure 13. The responses for
test case based testing are higher than the exploratory testing. For both approaches, the median assessments
are the same. The statistical significance of difference was analysed using non-parametric Mann-Whitney
test. It gave two-tailed significance value of 0.221, it means that there is no statistically significance difference
in easiness of applying either testing approach.
The box-plots of usefulness assessments are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 14. It shows that ET approach
charter was more useful for structuring, guiding and revealing the defects than the test case based. There is
small but significant difference between the two approaches in the usefulness assessments. There is difference
in the median assessments for usefulness questions for both approaches. But there is statistical significance
difference in both testing approaches for usefulness of structuring and guiding the execution (two-tailed value

Figure 11: Box plots of overall quality assessment
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Figure 12: Box plots confidence to own assessment
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ET
TCT
Total

Difficult
1
0
1
1

2
0
0
0

3
5
1
6

Neutral
4
5
8
13

5
17
11
28

Very easy
7
1
6
7

6
7
8
15

Table 14: Easiness to apply testing approach

ET
TCT
Total

Hinder
1
0
1
1

2
1
2
3

Neutral
4
7
10
17

3
0
8
8

5
9
9
18

6
12
5
17

Very useful
7
6
0
6

Table 15: Usefulness for structuring and guiding

ET
TCT
Total

Hinder
1
1
1
2

2
1
3
4

3
4
6
10

Neutral
4
10
9
19

5
9
9
18

6
8
5
13

Very useful
7
2
2
4

Table 16: Usefulness for detecting defects
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of 0.00). But from the data there was no statistical significance difference between the two approaches, when
it comes to detecting the defects (two-tailed value of 0.307).
5.2.4. Exploring During Test Case Based Testing
Exploring is always a part during any manual testing effort. We measured it in the TCT session survey.
The response are presented in Table 17. It is clear from the data that some amount of exploring happened
for most of the subjects during TCT session.
5.2.5. Challenges in Applying the Approaches
Subjects were asked about the perceived problems and challenges in applied testing approach. The
questions for both approaches were: What problems or shortcomings did you experience in exploratory testing
and What problems or shortcomings did your test cases have?.
The identified categories are summarised in Table 18.
The different challenges that subjects reported while applying exploratory testing approach.
Challenges of ET approach:
• Reproducing defects: Subjects found it hard to analyse the cause and write down the steps to
reproduce the defects. They were doing most of the things are run time, it was challenging to repeat
the test based upon the log they wrote.
• Feature Coverage: Subjects felt that it is difficult to ensure the complete feature coverage. One subject mentioned that they usually coordinate and communicate in real scenario to exchange information
I
I
I
I
I

did not explore at all. I followed strictly all my test cases
explore all the time when executing my test cases
explore all the time when executing my test cases
explored when executing many of my test cases
explored when executing some of my test cases
Table 17: Exploring in TCT session
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3
5
4
8
15

Category
Knowledge about product
Confidence in testing
Learning curve
Coverage
Recognising defects
Reproducing defects
Test cases (General/detailed)
Redundant testing
Tester Experience
Time shortage
Miscellaneous
Total

ET
7
4
2
2
4
3
0
3
4
2
5
36

TCT
4
0
0
4
3
2
11
0
2
15
7
48

Table 18: Challenge categories and no. of occurrences

and avoid the redundant effort. Thus aiming toward looking into other aspects too.
• Tester challenges: Subjects reported that exploratory testing demands a tester to have sufficient
knowledge about the product. Familiarity to the software is very important to apply the testing
techniques accordingly. They mentioned that without the required knowledge and experience, one
would only do the wandering. Subjects stressed to have skills and experience in testing for better
utilisation of time.
• Recognising defects: Subjects reported that they lacked confidence to decide between true and false
defect. This could be due to lack of awareness about the manual or the software itself.
Here are the different challenges that subjects reported while applying test case based approach.
Challenges of TCT approach:
• Time shortage: Subjects found time shortage problematic also for test case based testing. They
could not manage well the time and spent most of their time in consulting the manual and writing the
test cases. Many subjects reported that they had written many test cases but could not get enough
time to execute them all.
• Test cases: Subjects reported that they spent most of the time in prepare the test cases, but they
were too general and could not write more detail. Test cases were written after going through the
manual, which later produced many false defects, because they were not according to actual situation.
• Product knowledge: Subjects felt that product knowledge plays very important role in designing
the test cases to reveal true defects. but it also demands good experience in related software products
too.
• Feature coverage: Feature coverage is reported difficult by subjects in test case based testing. There
was perceived low coverage of the test cases in general. Subjects commented that some types of defects
were not revealed by test cases. The main reason was reported as time shortage, because it took them
some time to get familiar with product that could lead to identify critical bugs.
6. Discussion
This section summarizes the results and answers the stated research questions. We also have compared
our results with the findings of study (Itkonen et al., 2009).
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6.1. Research Questions
6.1.1. Research Question 1
How does using a testing approach (ET or TCT) affect the number of detected defects in limited provided
time? In this experiment subjects found very less number of defects when using test case based testing. The
two tailed t-test returned a high significance value. Thus the difference between two testing approaches was
highly statistically significant. It allows to reject the null hypothesis that assumes no difference in number
of true defects in limited time when using ET or TCT approach. While the study (Itkonen et al., 2009)
reported that the difference is not statisically significant.
Based on the results we can conclude that exploratory testing approach could be effective and efficient in
finding bugs provided the limited time. We can also concluded that during short calendar time for testing,
that does not require 100 % documentation. Exploratory testing is very efficient when it comes to utilizing
the time to produce more results with minimum level of documentation. In this experiment ET subjects did
not have any specific techniques or methods for testing. Thus, in the context of this experiment, the ET
approach is more effective and efficient.
6.1.2. Research Question 2
How does using ET or TCT affect the type of detects identified? The difference in types of detected
defects was analyzed from three different viewpoints: i) Severity, ii) Type, and iii) detection difficulty.
From the data we can see that the testers found more obvious defects and then ones difficult to detect.
In terms of defect type testers found more wrong function, missing function, performance and technical
defect using exploratory testing than test case based testing. Using test case based approach testers found
more wrong function and usability type defects.
When considering defect severity, data shows that testers found more normal and Severe defects using
exploratory testing approach.
The statistical significance of the differences in all defect characterization is very high. From the data
we can conclude that exploratory testing found more critical bugs in very less time. Using Test case based
approach testers found more normal bugs than other types. This difference could be explained by the fact
that test cases were written and executed in short time and failed identify the critical bugs by writing detailed
test cases. While on the other hand testers utilized all time in exploratory testing. Because they designed,
executed and used the results of test cases at the same time. They used their own creativity to detect more
defects. It supports the claims that exploratory testing makes better use of the tester’s creativity and skill
during the testing session. For defect severity, type and detection, the differece in result is very high when
compared with study (Itkonen et al., 2009). True defects when categorized in different view points, it clearly
showed that defect count was high for ET than TCT.
Thus, from the experimental data we can reject the stated null hypothesis and say that testers using
exploratory testing approach detected more defect types than traditional test case based testing.
6.1.3. Research Question 3
How does using ET or TCT affect the number of false defect reports? This research question was aimed
to provide an understanding on effect of using two testing approaches from quality of test reporting view
point.
The data in section 5.1.3 shows that testers reported more false defect reports using test case based
testing approach. There could be a reason that test cases were designed before using the software, thus
leading to high defect count. But the difference is not statistically significant (two-tailed value 0.584). We
can not completely reject the null hypothesis as considerably both approaches report almost same number
of false defects.
7. Validity Threats
There are various threats that can affect the validity of the results of this study. To achieve validity of
study below mentioned ways are used to access the credibility of qualitative study, as described by (Wohlin
et al., 2000; Wood et al., 1997)
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Internal validity: We had strict time-boxed and controlled testing sessions. But it also raises the
concern that kind of setting would be in industry. Such sessions might not be typical in industry but time
constraint of testing in general is very typical. The TCT group did not prepare any test cases before hand,
so we can’t say how much time subjects spent on designing the test cases. Subjects reported that they were
unable to execute the test cases and hence found no bugs. But also the test cases reported more false reports,
because they were designed before the could see the actual application.
External validity: The threats to external validity of this study are using students as subjects and the
time-boxed testing session. The defect count was very low when testers used test case based testing. There
could be many reasons to that which are very important to this study. The TCT subjects lack of testing
experience and training in test case design might have highly affected the quality of test cases and ultimately
on the results of session.
We can not ignore that students unprepared or had lack of understanding to design and execute the
tests. In the survey, many TCT subjects reported they spent most of their time in reading the manual and
designing the test cases. This lead them to unable to completely execute their test cases. It also shows that
using either approach the time management is very important, because it was time boxed session.
Construct validity The TCT subjects in academia had very little knowledge or training for efficiently
designing and execution of the tests. But we should not overlook the aspect that ET group had no prior
training and still they reported more defects.
Ethical consideration The data collected from the all the survey was neither interchanged nor revealed
to anyone else. The ethical values are seriously considered during the session and afterwords.
8. Conclusions and Future Work
In this study, we executed total 4 experiment iterations in academia and industry to test the claims stated
by exploratory testing practitioners. Our focus of experiment was on the defect detection efficiency and
effectiveness of exploratory and traditional testing approaches. Efficiency and effectiveness were measured
in terms of total number of true defects detected in 90 minute session. Our experimental data shows that
exploratory testing was both efficient and effective than traditional test case based testing. We do not
consider that generating test cases is a total waste as it is helpful to keep a good test suit. But higher the
number of test cases is not always directly proportional to total defects detected. We support the idea that
the time should be spent on finding bugs rather than documenting the less value tasks. Exploratory testing
adds the intuition aspect and the results from previous executed scenarios or test cases. This way more
exploration is done and hidden defects are detected. While test cases limits the thinking of the tester and
it just remains as a mechanic process to be executed by 3rd party. But the combination of TCT and ET
would be a good to improve the quality of the product being tested.
The future research direction in our understanding would be as following:
• Empirical investigation of exploratory testing in terms of feature coverage, time and effort involved
• Understing the customer perspective and how to encourage ET for usage
• How ET works in combination with other testing approaches to improve the software quality
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Appendix

A

Instructions and guidelines
A.1

Test Session Structure

1. Session setup (15 mins)
(a) Introduction and guidelines
(b) Fill in the start up questionnaire
(c) Downloading and starting the correct version of the jEdit application
2. Function Testing (90 mins)
(a) Functional testing using Exploratory Testing (ET) or Test-Case Based approach (TCT).
(b) Keep test log and reporting all found defects
3. Survey and returning reports
(a) Short survey form is filled
(b) Defect reports and test logs collected

A.2

Viewpoint and focus in testing

 Does the function work as described in the user manual
 Does the function do any things that it should not do
 From the viewpoint of a typical user, does the function work as the user would
expect and want
 What interactions the function has or might have with another functions; do these
interactions work correctly and as the user would expect and want them to work
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A.3
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Documents that are provided in the test session

1. Survey Links
2. Session instructions
3. A copy of the relevant chapters of the jEdit User’s Guide
4. Defect reporting document (TCT only)
5. Test Case Design document (TCT only)
6. A Test charter and logging document for exploratory testing (ET only)
7. Test data files that are available in the test sessions
 A small text file
 GNU General public license text file
 jEdit User’s Guide as a text file
 Ant build.xml file
 html-file
 Java source code files from jEdit
 c++ source code files from WinMerge

A.4

Deliverables that subjects must submit in the
test session

1. A session’s pre/post survey forms. A questionnaire form is filled at the start and
end of the session

A.4.1

TCT group

2. Defect reports in word document
3. The test cases and the test log. Subjects design own test cases and logging the
defects in defect report document

A.4.2

ET group

4. The filled exploratory testing logging document.

Appendix A. Instructions and guidelines

A.5
A.5.1

Feature Set A
First Priority Functions

Working with files (User’s guide chapter 4)
 Creating new files
 Opening files (excluding GZipped files)
 Saving files
 Closing files and exiting jEdit

Editing text (User’s guide chapter 5)
 Moving the caret
 Selecting text

– Range selection
– Rectangular selection
– Multiple selection
 Inserting and Deleting text

A.5.2

Second Priority Functions

Editing text (User’s guide chapter 5)
 Working with words

– What’s a word?
 Working with lines
 Working with paragraphs
 Wrapping long lines

– Soft wrap
– Hard wrap
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Interview Questionnaire
B.1

Instructions to fill this document

Please write your answer after a line feed to question, as shown in section 2.

B.2

Background information

Background information related to education and work experience
Name: ———
Designation: ———
Experience working in Software Testing field: ———

B.3

General

1. Please elaborate your Exploratory Testing (ET) approach
2. In what scenarios do you use ET?
3. What are the reasons to use ET in above mentioned scenarios?

B.4

Managing ET

1. How do you plan and manage your ET activities?
2. How do you control and track your ET activities?
3. Do you maintain ET reports? Please explain if you answer yes or no.
4. In order to explore while testing, do you use any specific test strategy?
5. What are the factors that you consider while developing test strategy (factors i.e.
Project, product and technology etc)?
6. How do you approach testing under limited time??
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B.5
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ET styles

1. Have you been able to identify and practice your own exploration style?
2. Do you implement free style ET, please elaborate why and when?
3. Are there any other approaches that you use in combination with ET? If yes,
please elaborate their motivation.

B.6

Feature Coverage with ET

1. Do you follow any feature coverage model?
2. How do you ensure feature coverage using ET?
3. Will test case based or exploratory testing provide better feature coverage?

B.7

Customer communication

1. What are the questions that you ask from your customer?
2. Do you really guide/recommend customer or just work as they want?
3. Do you really tell your customers about using Test case based testing or Exploratory Testing approach for testing the product?
4. What about confidence/satisfaction of customer when you are using Exploratory
Testing?
5. What information you provide to customer, and in which format?

B.8

ET Pros and Cons

1. What are the advantages of using ET in your perspective?
2. What are the usual problems that you face while applying ET as an approach to
test?
3. In what software domains you consider ET is most suitable?
4. In what software domains you consider ET is not suitable?

B.9

Major ET factors

1. What are the challenges related to ET?
2. What are restrictions of ET in your opinion?
3. What are major factors that you see as a threat to apply ET effectively?

Appendix B. Interview Questionnaire
4. Do you take any measures to improve the ET activity? What kind?
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ET - Test Session Charter
C.1

Description

In this test session your task is to do functional testing for jEdit application feature set
from the view point of a typical user.
Your goal is to analyse the system’s suitability to intended use from the viewpoint
of a typical test editor user. Take into account the needs of both an occasional user
who is not familiar with all the features of the jEdit as well as an advanced user.

C.2

What - tested areas

Try to cover in your testing all features listed below. Focus into first priority functions,
but make sure that you cover also the second priority functions on some level during
the fixed length session.

C.2.1

First Priority Functions

Working with files (User’s guide chapter 4)
 Creating new files
 Opening files (excluding GZipped files)
 Saving files
 Closing files and exiting jEdit

Editing text (User’s guide chapter 5)
 Moving the caret
 Selecting text

– Range selection
– Rectangular selection
– Multiple selection
 Inserting and Deleting text
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Second Priority Functions

Editing text (User’s guide chapter 5)
 Working with words

– What’s a word?
 Working with lines
 Working with paragraphs
 Wrapping long lines

– Soft wrap
– Hard wrap

C.3

Why - goal

Your goal is to reveal as many defects in the system as possible. The found defects are
described briefly and the detailed analysis of the found defects is left out in this test
session

C.4

How - approach

Focus into functionality in your testing. Try to test exceptional cases, invalid as well as
invalid inputs, typical error situations, and things that the user could do wrong. Use
manual testing and try to form equivalence classes and test boundaries. Try also to
test relevant combinations of the features.

C.5

Focus - what problem to look for

Pay attention to the following issues:
 Does the function work as described in the user manual
 Does the function do any things that it should not do
 From the viewpoint of a typical user, does the function work as the user would
expect and want
 What interactions the function has or might have with another functions; do these
interactions work correctly and as the user would expect and want them to work

C.6

Exploratory log
Write your log in separate document
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D

TCT - Defect Report
Please report your found defects in this document, once you are done then return to
the instructor.
Name: ———–
Subject ID: ———–
Severity
1
2
3

Description
Critical: Prevents using the application, data loss, or serious crash
Normal: Prevents or seriously hinders using a feature
Minor: Hinders using a feature, but the effect is minor or cosmetic annoyance and work around is easy

Table D.1: Defects in the experimental object

No

Function

Regression (yes/No)
Test Case (ID/No)
Title
Find Time (hh:mm)
Severity (1,2,3)
Detailed Description :Description (How to reproduce, what was expected, what was actual result)

Table D.2: Defects in the experimental object

No

Function

Regression (yes/No)
Test Case (ID/No)
Title
Find Time (hh:mm)
Severity (1,2,3)
Detailed Description :Description (How to reproduce, what was expected, what was actual result)

Table D.3: Defects in the experimental object
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TCT - Test Case template
Please use this template to design the test cases. Fill the fields accordingly.
Date: ———–
Name: ———–
Subject ID: ———–
Severity
1
2
3

Description
Critical: Prevents using the application, data loss, or serious crash
Normal: Prevents or seriously hinders using a feature
Minor: Hinders using a feature, but the effect is minor or cosmetic annoyance and work around is easy

Table E.1: Defect types
Test Case ID

Function

Priority

Description

Inputs

Expected results

Table E.2: Test Case template
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Result

Comments
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Defects detail
n
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

21

22

Description
Open dialog always opens to C:
Saving a read-only file is possible and the write protection is removed when this is done.
Extra line break is added at the beginning of each
opened file
Pressing 3 times home or end key does not move to
the first/last visible row if the file is longer than the
visible part.
Shift-PageDown selection beyond the end of the file
throws an exception.
Shift-PageDown selection does not start from the caret
position.
Deleting the word (c+del) deletes the rest of the line
Close all closes only modified files
Paragraph selection (C+S+up/down) does not select
more than one paragraph if repeated
Hard wrap mode wraps the line when a word is inserted in the middle of line and the word exeeds wrap
limit (should not wrap when inserted in the middle of
row)
The last character of the file is removed in open and in
save an excess newline character is added at the end
of the file. If a file created in other editor is opened in
jEdit the last character is missing.
Holding right arrow -key down an exception is thrown.
Complete-word cannot be selected from the dropdown
(selecting by typing the number works)
Character input stops after writing some amount of
characters fast enough.
Left arrow -key does not move caret to the previous
line.
Wrap mode changing by clicking status-bar does not
work.
Goto line crashes if too big line number is provided.
Large file (¿ 5MB) opening is not possible (heap size
error is thrown).
Slow down in opening, closing and creating files and
changing between buffers when many buffers are open
at the same time.
Many settings fields do not check the inputs and numeric fields accept characters, negative and very large
numbers etc. without warning or error messages (e.g.
Autosave frquency, number of recent files, ...).
Manual has wrong keyboard shortcut for inverting the
selection (in the selecting text chapter the shortcut is
wrong: C+e C+i, in the appendix its correct: C+e i).
Starting from commandline with non-existing filename
does not create the file.
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Severity
Normal
Severe

Type
Usability
Wrong function

Mode
0
1

Normal

Wrong function

0

Minor

Wrong function

1

Severe

Technical Defect

2

Normal

Wrong function

1

Severe
Normal
Normal

Wrong function
Wrong function
Missing function

0
1
2

Minor

Wrong function

2

Severe

Wrong function

2

Severe
Normal

Technical defect
GUI

1
1

Severe

Performance

1

Normal

Wrong function

1

Minor

Missing function

0

Severe
Critical

Technical defect
Technical defect

1
1

Critical

Technical defect

1

Minor

Missing function

1

Negligible

Manual

0

Negligible

Wrong function

1
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23
24

25
26
27
28

29

30

31
32

33
34

35
36
37

38
39

40

41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

53

Select lines accepts invalid inputs without warning or
error message (does nothing).
Autosave does not automatically find the autosave file
and prompt for recovery when jEdit is launched after
crash.
Current and Recent directories sometimes goes incorrectly to C:
Caret moves one character left after save and re-open.
Inverting multiple selections that overlap each other
throws an exception.
Rectangular mouse selections with shift down selects
too wide area if the mouse click is outside the length
of the clicked line.
Opening a new empty buffer is not possible when only
one unmodified empty buffer exists (if other buffers
are open adding more empty buffers is possible).
Inverting rectangle selection works as in normal selection mode, the inverted selections become line selections (not rectangle).
Shortcut problems with Finnish keyboard.
Earlier selection disappears when starting new rectangular multiple selection on a same row with the earlier
selection.
Format paragraph does not work correctly with partial
selections.
Delete to the start of line (C+S+Backspace) deletes
the whole line when invoked at the beginning of the
line (should do nothing).
Uninformative error message when trying to save into
accesss denied folder
Filename does not appear in the recent files list until
the buffer of first time opened file is closed.
Selecting paragraph (C+e p) does not work from the
first line of the paragraph and selects the paragraph
also one line after the paragraph.
Word count counts -1 words for an empty buffer.
Inconsistent select line behaviour. Triple click selects
line with newline character, C+e l selects the line without newline character.
File name auto completion selects the first match instead of providing the characters up to last common
character if many matching filenames.
Join lines leaves whitespace between the joined lines.
Inserting tilde is not possible.
Hard wrap mode does not wrap if text is pasted at the
end of the line.
Control-double-click does not work as expected in
file browser. Double-click opening multiple controlselected filenames ignore the double clicked file.
Rectangular selection with S+PgDown selects areas
with varying widths.
Typing text is very slow for large files.
Del, backspace, enter, tab, ... do not work after the
text input problem (bug 14).
Replacing an existing read-only file with ’save as’ command is possible without warning.
Select paragraph (C+e p) selects many paragraphs if
whitespace between them.
Setting the backup folder does not work.
Opening a file named ”untitled-1” does not work. An
empty buffer is opened instead.
Files that were left open on earlier session do not get
opened when jEdit is started next time (even if the
option is selected).
Rectangle + multiple selections remain after del or
backspace (remain as a invisible selection).

Negligible

Usability

1

Normal

Missing function

1

Normal

Wrong function

0

Negligible
Severe

Wrong function
Technical defect

0
3

Minor

Wrong function

3

Negligible

Inconsistency

1

Normal

Wrong function

2

Minor
Normal

Missing function
Wrong function

1
3

Minor

Wrong function

1

Normal

Wrong function

2

Minor

GUI

1

Negligible

GUI

1

Normal

Wrong function

2

Negligible
Negligible

Wrong function
Inconsistency

1
1

Minor

Usability

1

Minor
Normal
Normal

Wrong function
Missing function
Missing function

0
1
1

Minor

Wrong function

2

Normal

Inconsistency

2

Severe
Minor

Performance
Technical defect

1
2

Severe

Wrong function

2

Normal

Wrong function

2

Normal
Minor

Missing function
Wrong function

1
2

Normal

Missing function

1

Normal

Usability

3
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54

Adding text at the end of very long line in hard wrap
mode does not wrap the whole line at once. Instead,
it wraps one line when the first character is inserted,
next line with the next characted and so on.

Negligible

Usability

3
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G

Experiment Survey - ET Session (Students
subjects)
G.1

Pre ET Session

Name: ———
Subject ID: ———
1. Name
2. Years of University Studies:———
3. Have you attended the Software Verification and Validation (PA2405) course? (Y es/N o)
4. Have you attended the compulsory seminars on testing techniques? (Y es/N o)
5. Are you familiar with the term Exploratory Testing? (Y es/N o, If Y eswhatisyourperceptionaboutExploratoryT esting)
6. How many years of experience do you have in the following areas?
(Options : 0, 1, 2 − 5, 6 − 8, gt 8)

 Professional software development i.e. any role in development
 Professional software testing i.e. tester, developer or equivalent
Other kind of experience: ———
7. Have you gone through any training on software testing before this course? (Y es/N o)
Other: ———

G.2

Post ET Session

G.2.1

Coverage and Quality

1. Subject ID: ———
2. Assess the coverage of your testing on the following features.
(Options : N ot covered at all, Covered superf icially, Basic f unctions wellcovered, Covered thoroughly)
(a) Creating, opening and saving files
(b) Closing files and exit applcation
(c) Moving the cursor /caret
(d) Insert and Delete Text
(e) Working with words and lines
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(f) Working with paragraphs
(g) wrapping large length lines
(h) Selecting text
3. How do you assess the overall quality of jEdit application based on your testing? (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 =
Bad Quality, 4 = N uetral, 7 = High Quality)
4. Assess your confidence in your own assessment of the quality of jEdit application. (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 =
V ery unsure, 4 = N uetral, 7 = V ery conf ident)

G.2.2

Exploratory Approach and Test charter

5. How easy was the exploratory testing approach in practice?? (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 = Dif f icult, 4 =
N uetral, 7 = V ery easy)
6. How useful was the test charter for structuring and guiding your testing? (Ordinal Scale : 1to7, 1 = N otusef ul, 4 =
N uetral, 7 = V eryusef ul)
7. How useful was the test charter for finding defects? (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 = N ot usef ul, 4 = N uetral, 7 =
V ery usef ul)
8. What is your understanding of ET after this experiment?
9. What difficulties or shortcomings did you face with ET?
10. If you would have been provided more time, could you have identified more defects? (Y es/N o)

Appendix
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Experiment Survey - ET Session (Industry
subjects)
H.1

Pre ET Session

Name: ———
Subject ID: ———
1. What is your perceived definition of Exploratory Testing?
2. How many years you have practiced ET Appraoch for Testing Softwares?
3. How many years of experience do you have in the following areas?
(Options : 0, 1, 2 − 5, 6 − 8, gt 8)

 Professional software development i.e. any role in development
 Professional software testing i.e. tester, developer or equivalent
Other kind of experience: ———
4. Have you ever used exploratory testing for any of the following, Also mention if you have used it for any other
scenario?

 Learning the system
 Complimentary testing
 Targeted testing
 Test Driven Development
 Testing under time constraints
 Other
5. When do you think exploratory testing is most useful?

 When the software is untested
 When the software is stable
 When the software is unstable
 When the software is tested
6. What type of software testing do you think exploratory testing is suitable and not suitable for?
7. How do you prefer using exploratory testing approach?

 As a complimentary technique
 Solely exploratory
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 In combination with other techniques
 Using other techniques in an exploratory manner
 Reasons (please specify)
8. Are the results produced by exploratory testing sufficient to satisfy the customer and management to take
decisions? (Y es/N o, W hy)
9. Which other testing methods can ET be effectively combined with?

H.2

Post ET Session

H.2.1

Coverage and Quality

1. Subject ID: ———
2. Assess the coverage of your testing on the following features.
(Options : N ot covered at all, Covered superf icially, Basic f unctions wellcovered, Covered thoroughly)
(a) Creating, opening and saving files
(b) Closing files and exit applcation
(c) Moving the cursor /caret
(d) Insert and Delete Text
(e) Working with words and lines
(f) Working with paragraphs
(g) wrapping large length lines
(h) Selecting text
3. How do you assess the overall quality of jEdit application based on your testing? (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 =
Bad Quality, 4 = N uetral, 7 = High Quality)
4. Assess your confidence in your own assessment of the quality of jEdit application. (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 =
V ery unsure, 4 = N uetral, 7 = V ery conf ident)

H.2.2

Exploratory Approach and Test charter

5. How easy was the exploratory testing approach in practice?? (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 = Dif f icult, 4 =
N uetral, 7 = V ery easy)
6. How useful was the test charter for structuring and guiding your testing? (Ordinal Scale : 1to7, 1 = N otusef ul, 4 =
N uetral, 7 = V eryusef ul)
7. How useful was the test charter for finding defects? (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 = N ot usef ul, 4 = N uetral, 7 =
V ery usef ul)
8. What is your understanding of ET after this experiment?
9. What difficulties or shortcomings did you face with ET?
10. If you would have been provided more time, could you have identified more defects? (Y es/N o)
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Experiment Survey - TCT Session (Students
subjects)
I.1

Pre TCT Session

Name: ———
Subject ID: ———
1. Name
2. Years of University Studies:———
3. Have you attended the Software Verification and Validation (PA2405) course? (Y es/N o)
4. Have you attended the compulsory seminars on testing techniques? (Y es/N o)
5. How many years of experience do you have in the following areas?
(Options : 0, 1, 2 − 5, 6 − 8, gt 8)

 Professional software development i.e. any role in development
 Professional software testing i.e. tester, developer or equivalent
Other kind of experience: ———
6. Have you gone through any training on software testing before this course? (Y es/N o)
Other: ———

I.2
I.2.1

Post TCT Session
Coverage and Quality

1. Assess the coverage of your testing on the following features.
(Options : N ot covered at all, Covered superf icially, Basic f unctions wellcovered, Covered thoroughly)
(a) Creating, opening and saving files
(b) Closing files and exit applcation
(c) Moving the cursor /caret
(d) Insert and Delete Text
(e) Working with words and lines
(f) Working with paragraphs
(g) wrapping large length lines
(h) Selecting text
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2. How do you assess the overall quality of jEdit application based on your testing? (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 =
Bad Quality, 4 = N uetral, 7 = High Quality)
3. Assess your confidence in your own assessment of the quality of jEdit application. (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 =
V ery unsure, 4 = N uetral, 7 = V ery conf ident)

I.2.2

Quality of the Test Cases

4. How easy were your own test cases to execute in practice?
N uetral, 7 = V ery easy)

(Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 = Dif f icult, 4 =

5. How useful were your own test cases for structuring and guiding your testing? (Ordinal Scale : 1to7, 1 =
N otusef ul, 4 = N uetral, 7 = V eryusef ul)
6. How useful were your own test cases for finding defects?
N uetral, 7 = V ery usef ul)

(Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 = N ot usef ul, 4 =

7. How much exploring did you do when executing your test cases?

 I did not explore at all. I followed strictly all my test cases
 I explored when executing some of my test cases
 I explore when executing many of my test cases
 I explore all the time when executing my test cases.
8. What problems or short comings did your test cases have?
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Experiment Survey - TCT Session (Industry
subjects)
J.1

Pre TCT Session

Name: ———
Subject ID: ———
1. How many years of experience do you have in the following areas?
(Options : 0, 1, 2 − 5, 6 − 8, gt 8)

 Professional software development i.e. any role in development
 Professional software testing i.e. tester, developer or equivalent
Other kind of experience: ———
2. How many years you have practiced Test Case Basd Appraoch for Testing Softwares?
3. Have you gone through any training on software testing? (Y es/N o)
Other: ———

J.2
J.2.1

Post TCT Session
Coverage and Quality

1. Assess the coverage of your testing on the following features.
(Options : N ot covered at all, Covered superf icially, Basic f unctions wellcovered, Covered thoroughly)
(a) Creating, opening and saving files
(b) Closing files and exit applcation
(c) Moving the cursor /caret
(d) Insert and Delete Text
(e) Working with words and lines
(f) Working with paragraphs
(g) wrapping large length lines
(h) Selecting text
2. How do you assess the overall quality of jEdit application based on your testing? (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 =
Bad Quality, 4 = N uetral, 7 = High Quality)
3. Assess your confidence in your own assessment of the quality of jEdit application. (Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 =
V ery unsure, 4 = N uetral, 7 = V ery conf ident)
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Quality of the Test Cases

4. How easy were your own test cases to execute in practice?
N uetral, 7 = V ery easy)

(Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 = Dif f icult, 4 =

5. How useful were your own test cases for structuring and guiding your testing? (Ordinal Scale : 1to7, 1 =
N otusef ul, 4 = N uetral, 7 = V eryusef ul)
6. How useful were your own test cases for finding defects?
N uetral, 7 = V ery usef ul)

(Ordinal Scale : 1 to 7, 1 = N ot usef ul, 4 =

7. How much exploring did you do when executing your test cases?

 I did not explore at all. I followed strictly all my test cases
 I explored when executing some of my test cases
 I explore when executing many of my test cases
 I explore all the time when executing my test cases.
8. What problems or short comings did your test cases have?

